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Annotated Bibliography and Glossary to 

Kristofer Schipper's The Taoist Body 1 


Richard John LYNN 


University ofAlberta 


Bibliography of Chinese Sources [printed and Manuscript] 

Chen-kao [Words ofthe True Ones] !ll~. Edited by T'ao Hung-ching ~5.l.:J:. 

Cheng-i/a-wen t'ien-shih chiao chieh-k'o ching [Rules of the Way of the Heavenly Master, 

from the Ritual Canon ofthe One and Orthodox] IE-1.t:x*gf!j~1tIGM~. On page 
227 n. 38 chieh-k'o is incorrectly romanized as chieh-ko '0. 

Cheng-t'ung Tao-tsang [Taoist Canon Compiled During the Cheng-t'ung Era (1436-49)] 

IEMElliiti. 

Ch 'i-chen yin-kuo chuan [The Story ofthe Retribution of the Seven True Men] t!ll~*~. 
This work is also included in Tao-tsang ching-hua under the title Pei-p 'ai ch'i-chen 
hsiu-Tao shih-chuan [Story of the Practice of the Tao by the Seven True Men of the 

Northern School] ~t~t!ll~lli.~. Page 242 n. 65, "presumably dates from the 
seventeenth century" contradicts page 250, "probably fourteenth century." The former is 
correct. 

Ch'ih-lung ta-tan-chiieh [Great Cinnabar Formulas ofthe Red Dragon] *,mtkft~, lost 
work quoted in Li-shih chen-hsien t'i-tao t 'ung-chien . On page 244 n. 43, the title is 
incorrectly given as Ch 'ih-lung tan-chueh [Cinnabar Formulas of the Red Dragon]. Cf. 
Li-shih chen-hsien t'i-tao t'ung-chien [Biography of Wang Ch'ang-yfi] ch.45, 
f. lOa. 

Chin-lu su-ch 'i k 'o-i [Ritual of the Golden Register for the Overnight Prayer] 1f'l~mJf§f41~. 

Chin-shu [History ofthe Chin Dynasty] ftif. 

Chiu-t'ien ying-lei-sheng p 'u-hua t'ien-tsun yu-shu pao-ching [Precious Scripture ofthe 
Jade Pivot Spoken by the Heavenly Worthy of Universal Transformation Whose Voice 

ofthe Thunder Responds to the Origin ofthe Nine Heavens] iL*~j[;1I§*11::*#.:E 

M.~. 

1 Kristofer Schipper, The Taoist Body, translated by Karen C. Duval (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993). 

Taoist Resources, 6.1 (1995) 1 
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Chou-i ts 'an-t 'ung-ch 'i [The Concordance ofthe Three from the Changes ofthe Chou (1

ching)] JWJ~~~~. Traditionally attributed to Wei Po-yang fifl3llJ!. 

Chu-tzu chi-ch 'eng [Complete Critical Editions ofthe Classical Philosophers] lfff-=f~PX:. 

Chuang-tzu chi-shih [The Book of Master Chuang, With Collected Exegeses] m:-=f~n. 
Edited by Kuo Ch'ing-fan ;~.niJ. On page 250, Ch'ing-fan is incorrectly romanized 
as Ch'ing-p'an. 

Ch 'un-ch 'iu Kung-yang chuan [The Kung-yang Tradition ofthe Spring and Autumn 

Annals] mX0-:¥:1t. 

Ch 'ung-Lu ch'uan-Tao chi [The Transmission of the Tao from Ch'ung-li Ch'iin to Lii 
Tung-pin] mgftm~. Included in the Hsiu-chen shih-shu [Ten Books on the 

Cultivation of the True Self] ~~+ •. 
Chung-shen chou [Formulas to Call on All the Gods] ~:f$5lE. 

Hai-ch 'iung Pai chen-je.n yu-lu [The Sayings of True Man Pai ofHai-ch'iung] ?'fi3:J:s~A 
~~. On page 232 n. 46, the title is incorrectly romanized as Hai-ch 'iung Bai zhen-jen 
yu-lu. 

Hsiao-tao fun [Dissertation Ridiculing the Tao] ~m~. By Chen Luan :It•. 

Hsiian-t 'an mi-chueh [Secret Formulas for the Mysterious Altar] ~mm~. 

Hsuan-yuan pen-chi [Basic Annals (Biography) of Hsiian-yiian (the Yellow Emperor)] 

fffR**c.. 
Hsun-tzu [The Book of Master Hsiin] 1ii-=f. 

Huai-nan tzu [The Book of the Master of Huai-nan] rt1¥i-=f. 

Huang-ti nei-ching su-wen [Simple Questions ofthe Yellow Emperor] *j~cl\1~~~~fI""El 

Huang-t 'ing ching [The Book of the Yellow Court] ji'iJfU~. Inc1uded in the Yun-chi 
ch 'i-ch 'ien [Library of the Clouds in Seven Subdivisions] 

Hun-yuan huang-ti sheng-chi [Sacred Records about the Yellow Emperor Who was at the 
Origin of Chaos] 1.m:JGji'i~~*c.. Inc1uded in the Yun-chi ch'i-ch'ien [Library of the 
Clouds in Seven Subdivisions] ~1t{;~. 



3 Bibliography and Glossary 

Hun-yuan sheng-chi [Sacred Records about (Him Who Was at) the Origin of Chaos] ~.lb'G 
~*c.. By Hsieh Shou-hao m~tB. On page 238 n. 34, the title is incorrectly romanized 
as Huan-yuan sheng-chi. 

I-ching [The Book of Changes] ~*~. 

Lao-chun shuo i-pai pa-shih chieh [The One Hundred Eighty Commandments (for 
Libationers) Spoken by the Old Lord] ~~~-SJ\+ft\Z. Included in the Yun-chi 

ch 'i-ch 'ien [Library of the Clouds in Seven Subdivisions] ~~tH€. On pages 128 and 
239 n. 51, the title is incorrectly given as Lao-chun i-pai pa-shih chieh. 

Lao-tzu chung-ching [The Book of the Center of Lao-tzu] ~rr:p;f.<1, also called Yu-/i 

[Jade Calendar] .:EM. 

Lao-tzu Hsiang-erh chu [The Hsiang-erh Commentary of the Tao-te ching] ~rf~mtt. 

Lao-tzu Ma-wang-tui Han-mu po-shu [The Silk Manuscript of the Lao-tzu Discovered (in a 
Han Era Tomb) at Ma-wang-tui] ~r,~.:E!t¥~:m;FB•. On pages 251 and 254, Ma
wang-tui is incorrectly romanized as Ma-wang-t'ui. 

Lao-tzu pien-hua wu-chi ching [The Book of the Unending Transformations of Lao Tzu] 

~r~ti~1t;f.<1. 

Lao-tzu pien-hua ching [The Book of the Transformation of Lao Tzu] ~r~1t*~. 

Li-shih chen-hsien t'i-tao t'ung-chien [Comprehensive Mirror of the True Immortals Who 
Embodied the Tao (in Successive Ages)] ~i!t~{uj'RmJmI'i. By Chao Tao-i JEEIm-. 

Lieh-hsien chuan [Biographies of Famous Immortals] :JU{UJV#. 

Ling-pao chiu-t'ien sheng-shen shang-ching [Book of the Birth of the Gods in the Nine 
Heavens, from the Ling-pao Canon] IlW1L*~:t$J:;f.<1. This work is not included in 
the Bibliography but is cited in 228 n. 54. 

Ling-pao wu-liang tu-jen shang-p 'in miao-ching [Book of the Immense Salvation of 

Mankind, from the Ling-pao Canon] IlW~.J.lAJ:JfIJ9;P*1. 

Lu-tsu chih [Annals of Patriarch Lii] §:t.l3.;E;. 

Lu Tung-pin san-hsi Pai Mu-tan [Lii Tung-pin Pokes Fun Three Times at White Peony] 
§~IIlJi!r-=.J.iXBt)cft. On page 252, the title is given as Lu Tung-pin Pai Mu-tan [Lii 
Tung-pin Pokes Fun at White Peony]. 
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Lun-yu [The Analects of Confucius] ~m, in the Ch 'ung-k'an Sung-pen shih-san-ching 
chu-shu [The Thirteen Classics, With Commentaries and Sub-Commentaries, Reprint of 

the Sung Era Edition] mfU**+=*~i.iiW:. 

Nu chin-tanja-yao [Essentials ofFemale (Interior) Alchemy] :k~ftm~. Tao-tsang 

ching-hua edition [Selected Works from the Taoist Canon] U~•. 

Pao-p 'u-tzu nei-p 'len [The Inner Chapters of the Book of the Master-Who-Embraces

Simplicity] m;f~..::rr*J•. By Ko Hung 12;7;!t Critical edition by Sun Hsing-yen 
in Chu-tzu chi-ch'eng [Complete Critical Editions of the Classical Philosophers] 
~px:. 

Pel-tou ching [The Book of the Bushel] ~t4~. See Tal-shang hsuan-lingpei-tou yen 
sheng miao-ching. 

Pi-tsang t'ung-hsuan pien-hua liu-yin tung-wei tun-chia chen-ching [True Book from the 
Secret Canon of the Hidden Periods ofthe Six Yin Forces Which Pervade the Invisible 

through Transfonnation and Communication with Mystery] 1!0~Jil3t~11:::/\~~~ 

3li~Jji*1. 

San-chiao yuan-liu sou-shen ta-ch 'uan [Complete Stories of the Gods of All Ages ofthe 

Three Religions] =-~¥JllUJrU!1$*3:. On page 252, ta-ch'uan is incorrectly romanized 
as t-ch 'uan. The Bibliography lists a "private edition" printed by Yeh Te-hui ~i~. in 
1907. I have been unable to verifY this, but there is an edition published by Yeh in his 
Li-lou ts 'ung-shu [Collectanea from the House of Beautiful Windows] ••iti}: (1909). 

San-kuan ching [The Book ofthe Three Officials] ':='1f~. See Tai-shang san-yilan tz 'u
ju she-tsui chieh-e hsiao-tsai yen-sheng pao-ming miao-ching. 

San-kuo chih [Annals ofthe Three Kingdoms] _~;E;. By Ch'en Shou. 

San-t'ien nei-chieh ching [A Treatise for Initiation into the Doctrine of the Three Heavens] 

=-:RI*JMk:<l. 

San-tung hsiu-tao i [Protocol for the Practice ofthe Tao of the Three Caverns] =-~n:uf~~f~. 

Shang-ch 'ing huang-shu kuo-tu i [Ritual for Passing, from the Yellow Book of the Shang 

ch'ing] J:.mJii}:~ttfJ!. 

Shen-hsien chuan [Biographies of Divine Immortals] 1$fwfi. By Ko Hung 12;rjt. This 
work is partially preserved in the Yun-chi ch 'i-ch 'ien [Library of the Clouds in Seven 
Subdivisions] ~'-?[-t;~. 
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Shih-chi [Historical Records] 5egc. By Ssu-ma Ch'ien 1"I],~31. On page 233 n. 64, the title 
is rendered as shih-chi. 

Shu-i chi [Tales of the Marvellous] ill!;~gc. By Jen Fang {:BIjj. 

Sou-shen chi [Collected Stories of the Gods] :Jtt$~c. By Kan Pao -=f•. On page 238 n. 29, 
the title is rendered as shou-shen chi. In addition, since the collection is not limited to 
stories about gods, "Collected Stories of the Supernatural" might be a better translation 
of the title. 

Su-nii ching [Book of the White Maiden] *~*~. Shuang-mei ching-an ts 'ung-shu ~#i 
:j:l'iJii~ [Reprinted Works from the Shuang-mei ching-an Library] ofYeh Te-hui ~ 

t~~ (1903). 

T'ai-ch 'ingfu-ch 'i k'ou-chiieh [Oral Instruction for Breathing Exercises of the T'ai 

ch'ing Tradition] ~~M~*"D~. 

T'ai-ch 'ing tao-yin yang-sheng ching [Book for Nourishing Life by Conducting the 
Energies of the T'ai-ch'ing Tradition] ~lf!J~iJ 1.~ij¥1. There is no such title as T'ai
shang (rendered Tai-shang on page 253) tao-yin yang-sheng ching in the Tao-tsang 
(pages 242 n. 72 and 253). Tao-tsang no. 820 is not this title but T'ai-ch 'ing t'iao
ch 'i ching. T'ai-ch 'ing tao-yin yang-sheng ching is no. 818 (cited correctly on page 
243 n. 14). 

T'ai-ch 'ing t'iao-ch 'i ching [Book of the Harmonization of Energies of the T'ai-ch'ing 
Tradition] ~~~*"~. On pages 242 n. 77 and 253, t'iao-ch'i is incorrectly 
romanized as tiao ch 'i . 

T'ai-shang ch 'u-chia ch 'uan-tu i [Most High Ritual of Ordination of Monks] ~....tte~ 

f.tN1fl 

T'ai-shang hsiian-ling pei-tou yen-sheng miao-ching [Marvellous Book of the Mysterious 
Powers of the Northern Bushel (Stars) Which Prolong Life, Revealed by the Most High 

(Old Lord) ] ~....t::t.~t*~~~j>*~. 

T'ai-shang Lao-chiin ching-Iii [Canonical Rules by the Most High Old Lord] ~....t~~ 
*1$. On pages 239 n. 47 and 253, T'ai-shang is incorrectly romanized as Tai-shang. 

T'ai-shang Lao-chiin shuo T'ien-fei chiu-k'u ling-yen ching [Scripture of the Queen of 
Heaven Whose Miracles Save from Distress, Spoken by the Most High Old Lord] 

~....t~~~7(~c~'i5.~*l. 

T'ai-shang Lao-chiin yang-sheng chiieh [Instructions for Nourishing Life by the Most High 

Old Lord] ~....t~~.~~. 
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T'ai-shang san-yuan tz 'u-fu she-tsui chieh-e hsiao-tsai yen-sheng pao-ming miao-ching 
[Marvellous Book of the Most High Three Principles Which Protect and Prolong Life, 
Eliminate Disaster, Abolish Danger, Forgive Sins, and Confer Blessings] ~J:: - jC~ 
tM~~mffim lK}[1:{*ffP~:))*]. 

T'ai-shang (page 253, T'ai-shang) tao-yin yang-sheng ching, see T'ai-ch 'ing tao-yin yang
sheng ching. 

T'ai-shang tung-hsuan ling-pao chung-chien-wen [Texts from All the (Revealed Writings) 

on (Wooden) Strips, from the Most High Tung-hsilan Ling-pao Canon] ~J::~II'!J~II.* 
Mlil':J. On pages 233 n. 75 and 253, T'ai-shang is incorrectly romanized as Tai-shang. 

T'ao-hua nu tou-fa [The Magic Battles of the Peach Blossom Maiden] :fj~:ft~FJ~. On 
page 253, tou-fa is incorrectly romanized as t 'ou-fa. Also known as Yin-yang tou 

~~IEj [The Battle of Yin and Yang], and in this case as well tou is incorrectly 
romanized as t'ou on page 253. On page 241, the title is given as T'ao-hua nu tou-fa 

p '0 chou-kung [The Battle Between the Duke of Chou and Miss Peach-Flower] :fj~:ft~ 
IEj~Ii!iZJWJ0 (more literally, "The Peach Blossom Maiden Matches Magical Powers and 
Defeats the Duke of Chou"). In addition to the edition listed in the Bibliography (Tai
chung: Jui-ch'eng Book Store, 1956), a more readily available edition is included in Ku

pen hsiao-shuo ts 'ung-k'an [Collectanea of Old Editions of Works of Fiction] "i5::2js:/J\ 
~~fU, fourth series [Pei-ching: Chung-hua shu-chil, 1990], entitled T'ao-hua nuyin
yang tou chuan [Story of the Peach Blossom Maiden's Yin-Yang Battle], a photo reprint 
of the 1848 wood block edition. 

Tao-te chen-ching chu-shu [Exegetical Notes on the True Book of the Way and Its Power] 

:t@.1~t~U~~'±i9n. Commentary by Ku Huan Mit 

Tao-te ching [The Book of the Way and Its Power] :littW]. The edition used is Yin-chu Ho
shang kung Lao-tzu Tao-te ching [The Old Man ofthe Riverside Version of Lao Tzu's 
Tao-te ching With Pronounciation and Exegetical Notes] .:grli~"ilJJ::0~-T:l]!t~*!, 
edited by Lil Tsu-ch'ien gtl3.~ and printed during the Sung era (960-1279) in Ma-sha 
Jilijiy (Fukien). The Ho-shang kung Lao-tzu Tao-te ching is also readily available in 
editions included in the Ssu-pu ts 'ung-kan [Collectanea of Works from the Four 
Categories of Books] [9$~flJ and Han Wei ts 'ung-shu [Collectanea of Works from 
the Han and Wei Eras] 1Jia~•. 

Tao-tsang [Taoist Canon], see Cheng-t'ung Tao-tsang. 

Tao-tsang ching-hua [Selected Works from the Taoist Canon] :li~;m~. 

Tsai-hua chi-hsi k'o [Ritual for Planting Flowers and Praying for Happy Events] 

~:ftmtgf-+. 

mailto:t@.1~t~U~~'�i9n
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Tung-hsiian ling-pao sheng-hsiian pu-hsii chang hsii-shu [Glosses and Comments on the 
Stanzas of Walking the Void for Ascending to Mystery, from the Tung-hsUan Ling-pao 

Canon] ~1RJ:tIlW~:t&~~Jfi9'1t. 

Tung-hsiian ling-pao tzu-jan chiu-t'ien sheng-shen chang-ching [Book of Precious Stanzas 
on the Spontaneous Birth of the Gods of the Nine Heavens, from the Tung-hsUan Ling 

pao Canon] ~1RJ:t1l. §~fL7(~t:$~*]. On page 254, instead of sheng-shen chang
ching, this part of the title is incorrectly given as sheng-shen yii-chang ching. 

Tzu-chih t 'ung-chien [Comprehensive Mirror for Aid in Government] ji¥E!JmIii. By 

Ssu-ma Kuang I§]Ji~d6. On pages 234 n. 8 and 254, Tzu-chih is incorrectly romanized as 
Tz'u-chih. 

Wu-shangpi-yao [Supreme Essentials (of the Tao)] ~J:.t:M~. 
Yin-fu ching [Book of the Hidden Concord] ~r-f~. The full title is Huang-ti yin-fu ching 

Jim~r-f*]. 

Yii-fang chih-yao [Essentials for the Jade (Bed) Room] .:Em1!§~. Shuang-mei ching-an 

ts 'ung-shu !tm~lilit. [Reprinted Works from the Shuang-mei ching-an Library] of 
Yeh Te-hui ~t~)$ (1903). 

Yii-Jang pi-chiieh [Precious Instructions for the Jade (Bed) Room] .:Emt:M~. Shuang-mei 

ching-an ts 'ung-shu !tm~lilit. [Reprinted Works from the Shuang-mei ching-an 

Library] ofYeh Te-hui 1if~)$ (1903). 

Yii-huang pen-hsing ching [Book of the Fundamental Action of the Jade Emperor] .:E~* 

1=r*~. 

Yii-li [Jade Calendar] .:EM, see Lao-tzu chung-ching. 

Yii-shu ching [The Book of the Jade Pivot] .:Ef~~ , see Chiu-t 'ien ying-yiian lei-sheng 
p 'u-hua t 'ien-tsun yii-shu pao-ching . 

Yii-yinJa-shih [Rites of Precious Sounds] .:Eif1.t;$. 

Yuan-yang tzuJa-yii [Teachings and Instructions of Master YUan-yang] JffiJ~r1.t;m. By 

Chao I-chen m1i~. 

Yiin-chi ch 'i-ch 'ien [Library of the Clouds in Seven Subdivisions] ~~-ti€. By Chang 

ChUn-fang 5:&~m. 
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Terms 
an chen-wen ~!I.)( consecretion ofthe (Five) True Writs, 78 

chai if fasts 

chai if service for the repose of the souls of the dead, 232 n. 40 

ch 'ang-sheng ~~ long life 

ch 'ao iji,§ hearing (court ceremony with the Three Heavens). Incorrectly romanized as 
chao on page 79. 

ch 'ao-pan iji,§~ audience tablet 

chen-hsin !l.IL\ true heart. Incorrectly romanized as chen-sin on page 228 n. 59. 

chen-hsing ~7fg true form 

chen-jen !l.A True Person 

chen-t 'ai !I./1§' true embryo 

cheng-hun IE~ correct spirits 

cheng-i Orthodox One, 62 

cheng-i p'ing-ch'i IE-.1f~ equalizing force of the Orthodox (or "normative") One, 
227 n. 41 

ch 'i ~ energy, breath, pneuma, matter 

chi-chiu ~~ libationer 

chi-hsiang hsi -atfJn auspicious play 

ch 'i-hai ~#i ocean of energies, 106 

ch'i-kung $RVlJ exercises of the breath and energy, Work of the Ch'i 

chi-t'ung medium [Min dialect: dang-ki]. Incorrectly romanized as chi-tung on page 
265. 

chia It3 cyclical sign, 143 
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chiang, see ch'iang 

ch'iang gong ~ suspended. Incorrectly romanized as chiang on pages 82 and 266. 

chiang-kung ~'§ Scarlet Palace (the heart) 

chiao ~ ritual, offering and hanquet, communion 

chleh-ch 'I IW~ "energy nodes," calendar stations 

chih rEt diocese 

chih-hslang f~w incense attendant, 94 

ch'ih-mei tilt ghosts of old beings, 176 

ch'ih-tzu 7/ft.r infant, the immortal embryo and newborn child 

ch'in mkin, 211 

chln-t'an ~J:I purification of the ritual space (great purification) 

ching ffl essence, semen, sperm 

ching m. scripture 

ch'ing # blue-black, blue-green (color of Heaven), 227 n. 38 

ch'ing mpure (descriptive of Heaven), 75 

ch 'ing ~ gong, chime stone, 84 

ching-lu *]~ register of scriptures 

ch'ing-mlng ma)j "clear and shining" node, 25 

ching-shih l¥¥: silent chamber 

ch'lng-shih m¥: pure chamber 

ch'ing-t'an m~ pure conversations, 246 n. 41 

ch 'ing-yiieh m~ Pure Covenant 
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chu 7ft burdock-like plant. Incorrectly romanized as shu on pages 169 and 271. 

chu m invocator 

chu-hui ±1it heads of the community, 94 

chiu-ch'ung fL~ Nine Worms 

ch 'ueh M palace gate (Golden Gate of the Jade Emperor), 87,94 

chung-min fi.B;; Seed People 

chung-tsun ~~ venerable of the middle, 95 

fa 1.t: cosmological or structuring system, 72, 227 n. 46 

fa-chia 1.t:~ Legalists, 184 

fa-lu ~. consecration of incense burner (lighting of the burner) 

fa-ming 1.t:~ religious name, 229 n. 65 

fa-p 'ai 1.t:~* Taoist master's descendents, 229 n. 65 

fa-shih 1.t:Bij] magician, ritual master, shaman 

fa-shih hsi 1.t:Bij]~ ritual theatre performed by tao-shih 

fan JJZ return, 241 n. 62 

fan-che Tao chih tung R1!3.i]!ZtJJ the movement of the Tao is to return. In 242 n. 82,fan
che is incorrectly romanized as fan-chih. 

fan-kuang R-je the returned view (inner vision), 172 

fang-chung chih-shu m~zvrq art of the bedchamber, 238 n. 40 

fen-hsiang 5t~ rite of the division of the incense, 23 

fen-pieh 5t3u distinguish, differentiate, 64, 227 n. 45 

fen-pu 5t1P distribute (energies, ch 'i), 227n. 38 

feng !1 sacrifice of investiture 
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feng-shui l\* wind and water (system of siting buildings), 220 n. 3 

fu 1'-1= talisman, symbol, password 

fu mbeginnings, foot soldiers. Fu is incorrectly romanized as pu on page 246 n. 30. 

fu-chiang MIJ~ assistant cantor, 94 

fu-lu 1'-1=~ register 

fu-ming 1'-1=frJ pass (for the Golden Gate), 89 

Han-hsueh r~~ Chinese studies, sinology 

han-shih san ~~~ Eat-Cold Powder 

ho-ch'i -@r*" union of ch 'i 

hsia tan-t 'ien ~ftffi lower Cinnabar Field, 235 n. 24. This note refers the reader to "the 
image of the Inner Landscape on page 000 ...." The illustration involved, included in 
the original French edition, appears nowhere in this English edition. 

hsiang-lu w1J! incense burner, 22 

hsiao-miao INlij local sanctuary, 21 

hsien 1W immortal, 164 

hsien-t'ien !Jc7( Anterior Heaven 

hsin-ch 'u fftfj come again, 10 

hsing-t 'an 1Tm travel altar 

hsiu mstellar mansions, "Palaces" 

hsiu-yang ~~~ self-cultivation, religious practice 

hsu 1!f[ void, 143 

hsuan ~ obscurity, 127 

hsuan chih yu hsuan ~ZX~ that which is obscure is this obscurity itself, 156 
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hsuan-hsueh :t~ Science ofthe Mystery 

hsuan-tu :t~ Mysterious Capital 

hsun wei ssu ni wei sheng, see shun wei ssu ni wei sheng 

hua 1E flower (consecretion pin), 229 n. 72 

hua f t transformation 

huan ~ turning back, 241 n. 62 

huan-ching pu-nao ~;m1ItiD~ the return ofthe spermatic essence (more literally, "return 
the sperm to repair the brain"). On pages 156-57, huan-ching is incorrectly romanized 
as huang-ching. 

Huang! Hu! t7'c'l:m Vague! Ungraspable!, 117 

huang-hui mwr great assembly (northern Chinese term for ta-hui), 80 

Huang-lao chih Tao ji~z~ Way of the Yellow Emperor and the Old Master 

huang-pai jia yellow and white, 175 

huang-t'ing ji~ Yellow Court (spleen, center of the body) 

hun iM celestial spirits, "cloud" souls 

hun ~ stupid, idiot, 246 n. 33 

hun-tun r!t~ Primordial Chaos, 34 

hung-t'ou ~I~J[ red head (name for fa-shih [shamans]) 

huo-chu je~ flaming pearl 

huo-hou jef~ fire phases 

huo-pao jeW flaming precious stone, equivalent to huo-chu [flaming pearl] 

i f~ ritual 

k'ai-kuang ~:7't opening the eyes rite, 229 n. 71 
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kan-lu if. sweet dew, 237 n. 23 

kao-kungfa-shih ~~$BiP Great Master, 94 

keng-shen .@t$ fifty-seventh day of the sexagenary cycle, 134. On page 268, keng-shen is 
incorrectly romanized as king-shen. 

king-shen, see keng-shen 

k'o f3j. class, measure, liturgy, service 

k'o-i f3j.ffi ritual 

ku-hsien ~fw Immortal of grains, 167 

ku-hun 111101& orphan spirits, disinherited souls 

kuan '§ agent, official, organ 

kuan IHl crisis, life crisis 

kuan J(t "crown," cap, headgear of tao-shih 

kuan • watchtower, Taoist sancturaries and monasteries, 144 n. 5 

kuan '§ written mission order, 89 

kuei * demon spirit 

kuei &fll come home, 241 n. 62 

k 'uei-lei ftflm marionette 

k'un-wu i.i~ K'un-wu pots. Incorrectly romanized as kun-wu on page 176. 

kung-fu ~x "meritorious action," religious work; martial arts, 220 n. 33 

kung-te ~t~ merits (funeral or requiem liturgy), 75 

k'ung-tung ~~~ empty cavern, a mythical place, 133 

Ii l!I! supreme reason, universal design, 234 n. 10 

Ii :$ plum tree (Lao Tzu's family name), 237 n. 20 
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li t~ rites, ceremony, etiquette, 244 n. 6 

lien-tu _li molding of an immortal body, 77 

ling It spritual power 

ling-chih 1t2 Marvellous Fungus (Ganoderma lucidum), 174 

ling-pao It. "sacred jewels," scriptures; a name for shaman, 219 n. 23 

liu-ch 'i ~~ Six Breaths, 137 

liu-chu ~~ luminous pearl (consecretion pin), 229 n. 72 

liu-t 'ien ~7( Six Heavens (doctrine) 

lu 111 stove, 27 

lu ~ register 

ma-yin ts 'ang-hsing ~~ml~ shrinking of the male sexual organs "like those of a horse." 
Ma-yin ts 'ang [retracted penis, as that of a horse], originally one of the thirty-two signs 
of a Buddha, became one of the signs of a Taoist adept. Instead of hsing ~ [form, 
appearance], pages 128 and 268 have hsiang, which seems to be an error, since hsing is 
probably a contraction of the common compound, ts 'ang hsing ml~ [hide the 
appearance], and no combination of Chinese characters pronounced ts 'ang-hsiang 
exists. 

mei It demons of old things, 135 

mi-hsin ~f§ deviant belief, superstition. On page 16, mi-hsin is incorrectly romanized as 
mi-sin. 

miao I] temple, 22 

miao-hui JW]tit temple fair 

Miao! Ming! see Yao! Ming! 

ming-chia :g* Logicians, 184 

ming-men 1fPF5 Gate of Life, 142 

ming-mo $. investiture of the demon, 230 n. 21 
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ming-shih 15Bffi Eminent Master, 228 n. 61 

ming-shu shang-ch 'ing 15~1:.¥~ "Your merits will be recorded in the books of the Most 
Pure," 98 

ming-t'ang ~~1it Hall of Light 

mu-yii *jI, (percussion instrument) 

nei-ching !*lit inner landscape 

nei-tan !*lft inner alchemy 

ni ~ involution, 241 n. 62 

ni-wan ilEA Mud Pill, 110, 236 n. 34 

pa-hsien J\fw Eight Immortals 

pa-kua J\i~ Eight Trigrams 

pa-la J\JJm. eight minor festivals, 228 n. 49 

pan-shen ffit$ review ofthe gods (theater) 

pen-ming *$ fundamental destiny, 63 

p 'ing-t 'an WF5~ ballad form (Suchow), 226 n. 25 

po lEI paternal uncle, 237 n. 13 

p'0 IW. terrestial spirits, "bone" souls 

po-shan lu titJJ1J! miniature mountain incense burner 

pu, seefu 

pu-ch 'i 1P~ distributing the energies 

pu-kang tVIE dance on the stars (Dipper constellation) 

san-chieh - ~ Three Worlds (Heaven, Earth, Water) 

san-chiao .=..~ Three Doctrines, Three Religions 
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san-ch'ing cho Offering Table in Front of the Three Pure Ones, 94 

san-kuan cho '§~ Altar for the Three Officials, 94 

san-shih - P Three Cadavers 

se 13 color, eroticism, erotic literature. Incorrectly romanized as ssu on pages 150 and 265. 

shan-che shen yeh LlJ~Jiirt!Z the mountain is [as] the body. On page 235 n. 26, shan-che is 
incorrectly romanized as shan-chih. 

shang-ch'ing supreme purity (epithet for Mao-shan revelation texts), 219 n. 23 

shang-Ii I 'an J:.*~ altar for Hsuan-I'ien shang-Ii, etc. (the Gods ofthe North), 94 

she-hut t±1t congregation of the Earth God 

she-shu ~. letter ofpardon 

shen f$ spirit, god, soul, 33 

shen-ming f$Sjj "radiance of the celestial soul" (gods, patron saints), 33 

shen-wei f$flz: seats of the spirits, 232 n. 45 

sheng-ch 'i 1:j\ breaths of birth, 98 

shih-chieh pm deliverance by means of the corpse, become an immortal 

shih-fang ts 'ung-lin +1iil;t* Buddhist training center (large public monastery) 

shou-chin ~~ keeping the interdicts, receiving the commandments, 225 n. 10 

shou-i ~- keeping the One 

shu i1fq methods, 230 n. 8 

shu (burdock-like plant), see chu 

shun wei ssu ni wei sheng mfH~7E~~1: to go with the stream is the way to death, to go 
against the stream is the way to life. On page 242 n. 70, shun is incorrectly romanized as 
hsun. 

ssu-hsiang ~1:f incense attendant 
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su-ch'i 1i§J@f overnight prayer, 232 n. 52 


su-chiang {;§:~ speeches to the common people, ballads and plays in the vernacular, 77, 

231 n.26 

su-pan {;§:1f. lay friend, 73 

sung-ching ~fU~ recitation of scriptures, 230 n. 12 

ta-ch 'eng tJ~ seige of hell, 77 

ta-chiao *~ great offerings, 29 

ta-hui *1f great assemblies, 29 

ta-ku *n. drum ballad, 226 n. 25 

ta-miao *lil large temples, 21 

t 'ai fIil womb 

Tai-chi :;tti Supreme Ultimate, 153 (the "Ultimate Principle," 158) 

Tat-chi ch'uan :;tti~ Boxing of the Supreme Ultimate 

t 'ai-hsi embryonic breathing 

tai-t'ien hsing-hua {i::7(1Tfl:: to effect transformation on behalf of Heaven, 60, 226 n. 33 

tan ft cinnabar 

tan maltar 

tan-t'ien ftEEI Cinnabar Field 

tao-ch 'ang ~~ the Tao's Enclosure, 75 

Tao-chia ~* Taoist school, "philosophical Taoism," 218 n. 16 

Tao-chiao ~~ Taoist teaching, "religious Taoism," 218 n. 16 

tao-yin I guiding (the energies), circulation (of energies in the body), 137, 157 

tao-shih ~± Taoist priest, master/adept/teacher ofthe Tao 
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tao-t'an ~.fI altar of the Tao, 73 


te ti virtue, power 

ti W emperor, deified royal ancestor, ancestor, 238 n. 36 


ti-chih ±tB3t Terrestial Branches 

ti-Ii ±t!:!,~ Chinese"geology" (system of siting constructions) 

t'i-shen l\f~ substitute (in exorcism) 

t'i-Tao U embodiment of the Tao 

t'ien-kan ::R=f Celestial Trunks [Stems] 

t'ien-kuan ::R'§ Heavenly Oficer 

t'ien-shih ::R8ffi Heavenly Master 

t'ien-shih t 'an ::R8ffiil Altar for the Heavenly Masters (the Patriarchs), 94 


t 'ien-tsun ::R~ Heavenly Worthies 

ting WIt cauldron 

ting T cyclical sign, 143 


tou -4- bushel (Dipper Constellation) 

tsan ~ penitential litanies, 75 


tso-pan b::fi}f left wall with the seats of the lesser gods, 94 


tso-wang *i0 to sit and forget 

tsu-miao t§J~ ancestral temple, 23 


tsui mdrunken, 160 


tsung-chiao *~ "sectarian doctrine" (modern Chinese term for religion) 

tsung-tzu **r glutinous rice dumplings. Incorrectly romanized as ts 'ung-tzu on page 31. 
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tu N pass, convert, 63, 124 

t 'u II! diagram, 63 

tu-chiang chief cantor, 94 

tu-kung tfw Inspector of Merits 

tu-mai tfnm: the body's principal energy channel, 210 

t'u-na O.L~P:l exhaling (the old) and inhaling (the new) 

tu-shih NSffl Initiating Master 

tuan-ku lOOt cutting oneself off from grains, 167 

tui-lien f1~ parallel stanzas, 231 n. 25 

tun-chia il:Jt3 "hidden period" system of computing time 

tung-an ~Illl~ Central Table, 94 

t'ung-shu country almanac, calendar, Universal Book, 24 

tung-t'ing cavernous court, 133 

tzu child, 237 n. 13 

tzu-jang ~m purple chamber (gallbladder) 

tzu-ran g§ ~ spontaneity 

wai-tan 7HlJ' outer alchemy, 179 

wang-liang I1l1i ghosts of old beings, 176 

wei-li1 ~rm terminal exit, 107 

wen-chiao m~ ritual offering and banquet for the prevention of epidemics 

wu ill. shaman 

wu !Io/J thing, phenomenon, 226 n. 34 
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wu ~ non-existent, non-being, 143 

wu chen-wen E.tJ!X Five True Writs 

wu-ch'ien wen 1iTX Writ of Five Thousand Words, the Tao-te ching. Incorrectly 
romanized as wu-chen wen on page 244 n. 3. 

wu-chih ~~D not-knowing, 246 n. 34 

wu-ch'in hsi 1i~Jt:X Dance of the Five Animals. On page 265, wu-ch'in is incorrectly 
romanized as wu-chin. 

wu-ju lin-men 1itMl@;r~ "May the Five Forms of Happiness Come To This Door" 

wu-hua !Jo/J1t transformation of beings, 233 n. 58 

wu-shih ~~ijj shaman masters, 238 n. 38 

wu-shih san 1iti~ Five-Stone Powder, 180 

Wu-tou mi-tao 1i4*~ Religion of the Five Bushels of Rice. Incorrectly romanized as 
Wu-t- mi-tao on page 228 n. 50. 

wu-wei ~~ non-action, 246 n. 34 

wu-ying 1itit guardian generals, five generals of the heavenly armies 

Wu-yiieh chen-hsing t'u 1i~!li%1II Map of the Form of the Five Sacred Mountains 

ya-sui ch 'ien JE~~ New Year gift money, 27 

yang ~ fundamental phase of the Tao (masculine, sun, etc.) 

yang ~ glory (consecretion pin), 229 n. 72 

Yao! Ming! ~~ Profound! Mysterious! On pages 117 and 123, Yao! Ming! is incorrectly 
romanized as Miao! Ming! 

yen-kung §:fb express merit, 230 n. 14 

yin ~ fundamental phase of the Tao (feminine, moon, etc.) 

yin-hsiieh ~1\ (acupuncture point), 238 n. 43 
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yin-pan "5 IFJI group leader 

yin-ping ~~ soldiers ofyin, the nether world, 50 


yin-ssu ~ffr8 perverse, lascivious cults, 238 n. 38 


yu ~ somber, 74-75 


yu-pan kim right wall with the seats of the lesser gods, 94 


yu-tsui-che l:f~:t3 sinners. Incorrectly romanized as yu-tsui-chih on page 222 n. 14. 


Yu! Yu! ~~ Dark! Dark!, 118 


Yii-pu Si& Steps ofYii (dance) 

yiian-ch'i :5t;%\ original energy (ch'i), 233 n. 75 


yiieh-ping f3 iff moon cake, 28 


yiin-chi ~%\ energy cycles, 240 n. 28 


List of Proper Nouns 

An-ch'i ~~, 237 n. 26 


Ch 'an [Jap: Zen] t~ 

Chang Heng [78-139] Sfti-r, 238 n. 42 


Chang Heng ~i-J son of Chang Tao-ling, 129 


Chang Kuo-lao Sft~~ 


Chang Lu Sft~ 


Chang Tao-ling Sft:iHitt or Chang Ling Sftitt 


Chen-i lli- True One,118, 120, 131 


Chen-jen Tzu-tan lliA.::fft True Person Cinnabar of the North 


Cheng ~,206 


Ch'eng Hsiian-ying Jj)t~~, 217 n. 2, 250 
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Ch'i 7J!f, 245 n. 7 

Ch'i Po Uifs Yellow Emperor's instructor in the medical arts. On page 238 n. 39, Ch'i Po 
is incorrectly romanized as Chi Po. 

Chi-hsien *rot 206 

Ch'i-hsi -1:;::)7 Seventh of the Seventh Month Festival 

Chieh-chieh WM Analytic Explanations, work quoted in Ku Huan, Tao-te chen-ching 
chu-shu. 

Ch'ih-sung Tzu $f'H Master Red Pine 

Ch'in Shih-huartg-ti *~il~*, 184 

Chin-ch'ueh ~IM Golden Gate, Gate of Heaven 

Ch'ing-ch'eng shan 1!r!J£LlJ 

Ch'ing-ming mB)3 Clear and Shining Festival 

Ch'iu Ch'ang-ch'un li~lf: 

Chiu-ting shen-tan ching fUfrtf$fH<l Book of the Divine Cinnabar of the Nine 
Cauldrons 

Chiu-k'u ;J:&=i5 Savior from Distress, 94 

ChuHsi ** 
Chu Yuan-chang *JG~ 

Ch 'uan-chen ~~ School of Total Perfection 

Chuang Tzu m:.:r 
Chung-ch'iu Jfl1* Fifteenth of the Eighth Month Festival 

Chung-kuo Tao-chiao hsieh-hui Jfl~llil&thbwr Taoist Association of China 

Chung-Ii Ch'uan .~rHi, 152 

Ch'ung-yang :m~ Ninth of the Ninth Month Festival 
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Fan [Hei Wu-ch'ang] ill, General Fan ill~~JJ 

Han Hsiang-tzu .#§.:r 
Han Wu-ti nei-chuan yl:LEtml*Jf' Intimate Biography ofEmperor Wu ofthe Han, xi 

Hei Wu-ch'ang Black Impermanence = Fan, 29 

Ho Hsien-ku fi:iJfw~ 

Ho-po iUJfs Count of the River, divine superintendent ofpunishments, 135 

Ho-shang Kung rUJl:0 Old Man of the Riverside 

Ho-t 'u tai-hsing chi 7UJ[I]1-\::~igc A Record of Generations and Surnames from the River 
Chart, 238 n. 31 

Hsi-wangmu Queen Mother of the West 

Hsi-yu chi iZ§W1gc Journey to the West 

Hsiang-erh 7&tll Hsiang Erh, 191. On page 246 n. 37, Hsiang-erh is ncorrectly romanized 
as Hisiang Erh. 

Hsieh [Pai Wu-ch'ang] ~, General Hsieh ~l'«~JJ 

Hsli Chia fl.Rf13 

Hslian-i Obscure One, 132 

Hslian-kuang yli-nli '.3{::Yt:Efr Jade Maiden of Obscure Briliance. To be identified with 
Great Yin, Hsi-wang mu, and Mother Tao. 

Hslian-nli '.3{fr Dark Maiden 

Hslian-t'ien shang-ti High Emperor ofthe Dark Heaven. On page 222 n. 12, 
Hslian-t'ien shang-ti is incorrectly romanized as Hsuan-tien shang-ti. 

Hslian-wu '.3{Jit Hslian-t'ien shang-ti 

Hsun-lu ming .1Jt~, 218 n. 12 

Hslin-tzu m.:r Master Hslin. On page 234 n. 2, Hslin-tzu is incorrectly romanized as 
Hsalin-tzu. 
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Hu-chiin J1f.~ Lord Tiger, 94 

Hu Tzu "ff.:r Master Gourd 

Huang-chin JirjJ Yellow Turbans 

Huang-po Ji~ in inner alchemy, the Old Yellow Woman 

Huang Ch'u-p'ing ~~)]ljZ Master Red Pine 

Huang-jen ching ~A*~ The Book of the August Sovereign, 239 n. 7 

Huang-t'ing nei-ching ching Ji~r*JiU~ The Book of the Inner Effulgences of the Yellow 
Court, 239 n. 11 

Hui-ch 'e pi-Tao lu @J*.~~ Register of Accomplishment of the Tao and Return of the 
Carriage 

Hui Tzu ~.:r, Hui Shih ~1iffi 

I-kuan Tao -ti~ Way of Consistent Unity, 241 n. 59 

I-wen lei-chu ~)(~~ Literary Writings Collected by Categories, 218 n. 12 

Jung-ch'eng tzu ;gm.:r This name probably should be rendered Jung-ch'eng Tzu (Master 
Jung-ch'eng), for he is also known as Jung-ch'eng Kung ;gm0 (Lord Jung-ch'eng), 
241 n. 38 

K'an tjz (one of the Trigrams), 174 

Kao Heng ~:EJ:, 237 n. 28 

Kao-mei ~!It Great Go-Between, 238 n. 42 

Keng-sang Tzu JJt~.:r 

Kiu Yen, see Liu Yen 

Ko Hung ~?;J:t 

Kou-ch'en ~~* (constellation). On page 110, Kou-ch'en is incorrectly romanized as 
K'ou-chen. 

K'ou Ch'ien-chih Jm;~Z 
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Ku-yeh/shih 9ti~t 7 


Kuan-hsin chai chi-wen IH,'JI*c.rI(I Memoirs of the Kuan-hsin (Observe the Heart) 

Studio. On page 239 n. 50, Kuan-hsin is incorrectly romanized as Kuang-hsin. 

Kuan-kung 1DI0 Lord Kuan, to be identified with Kuan YU IDI~~ 

K'un-Iun ~$-

K'un-wu ~tt land where YU's Nine Tripods/Cauldrons cast, name of ancient potter king. 
On page 176, K'un-wu is incorrectly romanized as Kun-wu. 

K'ung Tzu fL T Confucius 

Kuo Hsiang $~~, 250 

Kuo-nien ~$ New Year Festival 

Kuo Sheng-wang "'-,,'=_'- Saint Kuo, to be identified with Mr. Kuo $~0 

Lan Ts'ai-ho ![*~[] 

Lao-chUn ::?2;;rg Old Lord, honorific title for Lao-tzu, 61,226 n. 35 

Lao-tan ::?2; lJIIJ Lao Tzu 

Lao Tzu ::?2;T 

Lao-tzu ming ::?2;T~ Inscription in Honor ofLao Tzu, by Pien Shao, 236. n 3 

Lei Yu-sheng Master Thunder Noise 

Li 11 (one of the Trigrams), 173 

Li Hung ?JE5L., 219 n. 24 

Li T'ieh-kuai *_m 
LiangK'ai ~m 

Liang Wu-ti Emperor Wu ofthe Liang, 219 n. 24 

Lieh Tzu ~UT 
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Lin-chi ~~, 242 n. 80 

Ling-pao t'ien-tsun IlW*~ Heavenly Worthy of the Marvellous, 94 

Liu An IU~, 237 n. 14 

Liu Xiang I'J rtJ 

Liu Yen I'J~ incorrectly romanized as Kiu Yen, 239 n. 55 

Lo-fu shan mYftlJ incorrectly romanized as Luo-fou, 56, 182,268 

Lo-shu m~ Lo River Diagram. On page 236, incorrectly romanized as Luo-shu. 

Lu Hsiu-ching ~~~~ij¥ 

Lil Meng g~ incorrectly romanized as Lu Meng, 39 

Lil Tung-pin g ~[iiJi![, 152 

Lung-chiln ~~ Lord Dragon, 94 

Lung-hu shan ~retlJ 

Luo-fou shan, see Lo-fu shan 

Luo-shu, see Lo-shu 

Ma-tsu ~~tfi Mother-ancestor 

Ma-wang tui ,w,.:E:i'l (archaeological site in Changsha, Hunan), l37 

Mao-shan ~tlJ 

Meng Chiang-nil ~~f;( 

Mo Ti ~~ or Mo Tzu ~-f-

Mu-lien *~ Maudgalyayana 

Nan-jung Ch'u f¥j~.n 

Nieh-ch'ileh W~ "Toothless," character in Chuang-tzu. On pages 200 and 269, Nieh
ch'ileh is incorrectly romanized as Nieh-chileh. 
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Nil-yii 3(f~ "Woman-with-the-bump," character in Chuang-tzu. On pages 215-16, Nil-yii 
is incorrectly romanized as Nil-chil. 

Ou-yang Hsiu I&X~~~ 

Pai Wu-ch'ang B~';i [White Impermanence = Hsieh], 29 

Pai Yil-ch'an B~!Itt 

Pai-yiin kuan B~ 

P'an-ku 1Jliit 

Pao-p'u tzu Ko Hung :t§if+r 

Pei-chi ~t;@ Pole Star, 72 

Peng-tsu ~tEI., 243 n. 14 

P'i-i 115tt< "Shabbily-Dressed," character in Chuang-tzu 

Pien Shao ~ffig, Shao ffig is incorrectly romanized as Chao on page 236 n. 3. 

P'u-hua =Mf1t Heavenly Worthy Who Effects Universal Transformation, 94 

P 'u-tu tffN Universal Salvation Festival 

San ch 'i-ling - -j§j-it Three Strange Forces 

San-chiao -=-~ Three Religions 

San-ch'ing -1~ Three Pure Ones 

San-huang wen -=-~::st Texts Associated With the Three Sovereigns, 219 n. 23 

San-kuo chih yen-i -=-~~~~ Romance ofthe Three Kingdoms 

San-yuan -=-:51; Three Principles: Heaven, Earth, Water, 65, 134 

Shang-yuan 1::.:51; Festival of the First Principle, Lantern Festival 

Shao Yung B~~ 

Ssu-ma Ch'eng-chen ~,~*f~ 
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Ssu-ma Ch'ien '8]/~}I, 218 n. 8,218 n. 16 

Su-nil White Maiden 125-26 

Sun Pu-erh 1*~=Lady 

T'ai-hsuan tu-sheng *~tB~ Chancellery of the Heavenly Masters, 64, 227 n. 44 

T'ai-i *- The Great One, 108, 111 

T'ai-p'ing *lJZ Great Peace 

T'ai-shan ~LlJ 

T'ai-shang lao-chiln Most High Old Lord 

T'ai-shang tu-sheng *J:tB~ Celestial Chancellery 

Tai-t'ien hsing-hua ft::;R1T1t Universal Inspector of Merits Responsible for Spreading 
Civilization According to Nature's Principles (title of the Kao-kungja-shih [Grand 
MasterD, 95 

Tao-chiln iR~ Lord of the Tao 

Tao-te t'ien-tsun ~j!'f1lS-k-i!'!it Heavenly Worthy of the Tao and Its Power, 94 

T'ien-hou ::;RJE Queen of Heaven 

T'ien-kung ::;R0 Mr. (Lord of) Heaven, God of Heaven 

T'ien-kuan ::;R'B Heavenly Officer 

T'ien-Iao ::;R-.£ Celestial Old Man, 238 n. 42 

Tou .:4- Dipper Constellation 

Tsao-chiln i±~ God of the Hearth, Kitchen God. On page 266, Tsao-chiln is incorrectly 
romanized as Ts'ao-chiln. 

Ts'ao-chiln, see Tsao-chiln 

Ts'ao Kuo-chiu W~M 

Ts'e-ku 00i$Ti!i Lady of the Privy. On page 267, Ts'e-ku is incorrectly romanized as Tzu-ku. 
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Tsu-wei, see Tzu-wei 

T'u-ti kung ±:t-tB0 Earth God 

Tuan-wu !lffiili Fifth of Fifth Month Festival 

Tun-huang ~et~, 236 n. 4 

Tung-wang-kung n0 Father of the East 

Tung Yung Ilk 

Tzu-ku, see Ts'e-ku 

Tzu-kung ~~, 196-97 

Tzu-tan ~ft (True Person) Cinnabar-of-the-North, 110, 236 n. 36 

Tzu-wei ;W~ (Palace of) Purple Tenuity, 94. On page 110, Tzu-wei is identified as the 
Pole Star and is incorrectly romanized as Tsu-wei. 

Wang Ch'ang-yii .:f.~1i, 244 n. 43 

Wang Ch'ung-yang .:f.mfili 

Wang Mang .:f.~ 

Wang Pi .:f. 

Wei Hua-ts'un a~B= 

Wei T'ai-wu-ti aj\:j\;~ Emperor T'ai-wu of the Wei, 219 n. 24 

Wu-ch' eng tzu 19iJft~ On pages 240 n. 19 and 241 n. 41, this is incorrectly rendered Wu 
Ch'eng-tzu, as ifWu were a family name and Ch'eng-tzu a given name. Wu-ch'eng 
tzu should be romanized as Wu-ch'eng Tzu (Master Wu-ch'eng). 

Yen Hui ~@J 

YinHsi ~g 

Yin Wen-ts'ao ~x::f*, 237 n. 12 

Yii III The Great Yii 
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YU-huang Jade Emperor, God of Heaven 


YU-huang shang-ti lll::.fi1 August Imperial Jade Sovereign, God of Heaven, 94 


Yuan-hsiao :Jt;~ Night of the First Principle, Lantern Festival 


YUan-shih t'ien-tsun :Jt;~S:X~ Heavenly Worthy ofthe Primordial Beginning, 94 
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Introduction 
The silk manuscripts of the Daodejing ii t! ~, unearthed in Changsha in 1973, have 

contributed considerably to a better understanding of the history and meaning of the text. 1 The 
discovery has mainly proven that the received post-Han dynasty version of the text by Wang Bi 

I ~B~ is a quite reliable transmission of the "old" pre-Han Laozi =t=r. Nonetheless, the deviations 
and grammatical interpolations lead in some cases to a better comprehension of the text. In this 
paper I would like to make use of the Mawangdui manuscripts to attempt a new reading of the 
twenty-third chapter. I believe that the Mawangdui versions offer the possibility of a more 
revealing interpretation of this chapter than other versions of the text, which obscure the clarity 
of its syntactic and semantic structure. 

My paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, I am going to describe the syntactic 
and semantic structure of chapter twenty-three as it is found in the Mawangdui manuscripts. 
Through a grammatical analysis I hope to show the superior clarity of the Mawangdui versions, 
and an analysis of the chapter's content should prove its semantic coherence. The second part is 
neither a summary nor a second investigation, but rather a deliberation of certain philosophical 
problems, brought forth in connection with the interpretation in the preceeding part. In my view, 
chapter twenty-three provides a clue to the Daoist "philosophy of time" which could be more 
fittingly called a "philosophy of permanence." In the line of this argumentation I will finally 
criticize some more or less recent attempts to parallel Daoism and Existenzphilosophie. 

IThe text of the manuscript has been published in Mawangdui Hanmu boshu ,'l!1Im?m m~, vol. 1 

(Peking: Wenwu, 1980). Compare also: Xu Kangsheng ~ m~, Boshu Laozi zhuyi yu yanjiu M~=t=r 

~~M (Hangzhou: Zhejiang renmin, 1985). There are three English translations: Robert G. 
Henricks, Lao-Tzu, Tao-Te Ching. A translation ofthe Mawangtui manuscripts, pre-dating other texts by 
fIVe centuries (London: Rider, 1991); D.C. Lau, Chinese Classics: Tao Te Ching (Hong Kong: Chinese 
University Press, 1989); and Victor H. Mair, Tao Te Ching, The Classic Book of Integrity and the Way 
(New York: Bantam, 1990). Cf. also my German edition of the text, including commentaries on each 
chapter: Laotse, Tao Te King. Nach den Seidentexten von Mawangdui (FrankfurtlMain: Fischer, 1995). 

Taoist Resources, 6.1 (1995) 31 
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I. The Structure of the Text 
Below is my own translation of the texe along with a division into three sections, 

provisionally called ''topic,'' "example," and "formula": 

1. Topic 
.as.-=-~~ 

I\H-ttl Ei 1=1 	 Silent speech--own course 

2. Example 

~m~~ !?)1 Whirlwind---does not last a morning 

:i<~~~B Thunderstorm---does not last a day 

~A ~ Jlt What is operating here? 


~ fif! Heaven and earth, 


ffil 91}fJ~ ~ yet (they) cannot make it (the operation) permanent. 


:§ 5L 1i~ A-¥ How much less then about men? 


3. Formula 

~~~ffij 	 Therefore (anything should) pursue the profession, and as a 
result 

What proceeds accords with the proceeding (Dao), 

What takes accords with taking, 

What gives accords with giving.3 

Accorded in taking-there also Dao is taking. 

Accorded in giving-there also Dao is giving. 

1. Syntactic analysis 
The first part of the text, the "topic," is the same in the Mawangdui manuscripts (referred to 

in the following simply as "manuscripts") as in other versions,4 but in the second part, the 
"example," there are some differences. The words "heaven and earth" are repeated once in the 
other versions. Thus, in the manuscripts where ''they'' is only implied (and therefore 
parenthesized in my translation), the other versions mention "heaven and earth" again. In the 

same sentence, the word shang iWr is replaced in the manuscripts with er ffil. Still, both words can 

be translated as "yet." Furthermore, the negative bu ~ is replaced with the negative fu * in the 

2 I use Text B (yi ben Z. ::;$:) of the Mawangdui manuscripts. Text A is not well preserved, but in 
what still remains, it does not seem to contradict Text B in any significant way. 

3The translation of de tl as "to take" and shi ~ as "to give" will be discussed below. 

4 Shima Kunio ~ ;J=~ ~ has listed many versions of the Daodejing in R6shi K6sei :t; T f3<: 1E (Tokyo: 
Kyuko, 1972). I refer to this work in my comparison of the Mawangdui texts with other versions. 
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i!& Therefore 

t:E • :fj~ Ii =li he who follows Tao 

Ii =li 1m :fj~ Ii is identified with Tao. 
'itii-=!;:LSt:(:.'itiit'G -a IIlJ IJ-... t'G He who follows virtue is identified with virtue. 

~=lilm:fj~~ He who abandons (Tao) is identified with the 
abandonment (of Tao). 

He who is identified with Tao---Tao is also happy to 
have him. 

He who is identified with virtue -virtue is also happy 
to have him. 

And he who is identified with the abandonment (of 
Tao}-the abandonment (of Tao) is also happy to have him. 

It is only when one does not have enough faith in others that 
others will have no faith in him. 

manuscripts. This legitimates the treatment of the word jiu -!J... as a transitive verb in causative 
usage, meaning "to make something permanent."s The object which the negation fu implies is 
unspecified. "It" most likely refers to the process here in question. The other differences are of 
minor importance. 

So far, there is no remarkable lack of grammatical coherence in any of the versions. This 
cannot be said of the last part of the text which is very obscure in the received version. It reads 
as follows: 6 

First, the manuscripts leave out the final sentence, which had always been regarded as a 
dubious appendage to this chapter. Its omission alone makes the passage more readable here than 
in other versions. But the whole structure of the last part of the text is different in the 
manuscripts. It deserves a detailed reappraisal, for it allows the passage to be read in a different 
way. 

The change of interpretation is partly due to one different grammatical particle: in the 

Mawangdui version the introducing phrase gu cong shi yu dao zhe i!& t:E • :fj~ Ii =li [Therefore 

he who follows Tao] is shortened to gu cong shi er i!& t:E • ffij [Therefore: pursue the profession, 
and as a result]. 

In the received version the grammatical function of the initial phrase is far from being clear. 
It could be interpreted as a subject ("he who follows Dao," as in Chan's translation quoted 

above). But then some questions arise: Why is the phrase dao zhe Ii =li repeated once in the first 

predicate? Why are the words cong shi yu t:E ¥ :fj~ not mentioned again before the second 
predicate? If the initial phrase is no subject at all, then how can it be desribed grammatically 
instead? 

SCompare Lau, Tao Te Ching, 165, and Henricks, Lao-Tzu, 234-235. 

6The translation is taken from Wing-tsit Chan, The Way o/Lao Tzu (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1963). 
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The manuscripts solve the problem. An er ffij is used here instead of yu D~ and the 

nominalized dao zhe m~ appears only once. The er imputes to the phrase cong shi t:E $ a 
notion of being preconditioned for what is described in the following three parallel clauses. The 

er is used here in the sense of "and as a result" and does not subordinate the following dao mto 
cong shi as a verbal complement like the coverb yu in the recieved version.7 The words dao zhe 
thus become the subject of the first of three parallel-structured head clauses following the adjunct 

clause, the other subjects being de zhe t~ ~ and shi zhe ~~. So the particle er here clearly 
functions like a colon dividing the initial phrase from the three following parallel phrases. In this 
way, the obscure reduplication of the words dao zhe in the received version disappears and leaves 
a well-structured parallel string of three sentences attached to one adjunct clause8. 

In the following passage, instead of a string of three parallel sentences, the Mawangdui 
manuscripts have a string of only two. The manuscript sentences do not differ grammatically 

from the other versions. The word Ie ~ [happy] is left out, resulting in a slight change of 
vocabulary. But this is already a question of semantics. 

2. Semantic analysis 
In order to prove the semantic coherence of chapter twenty-three, I will analyze the text step 

by step, again following its division into three parts. Each of these three parts has its own special 
stylistic quality. The "topic" stands at the beginning of the chapter like a "motto," and the 
"example" illustrates it with an image. This image is then discussed and interpreted by the 
ensuing "question-and-answer-dialogue." Finally, the "formula," with its short heading and two 
strictly parallel strings of sentences, sums up the philosophical message. It becomes apparent that 
the sequence of these three differently structured sections builds a poetically elaborated expositon 
of actually one daoist "theme," which runs like a connecting thread through the chapter and 
makes it whole. 
a) Topic. The topic consists of two parallel two-word phrases which can both be grammatically 
described as adjunct-head constructions. It is an extremely concise proverbial expression of the 

Daoist ideal: the permanent process. Xi yan:ffl§ could be translated as "silent speech." Xi:ffl 
normally means "rare" or "few." However, in chapters fourteen and fourty-one of the Daodejing, 
it is used together with words indicating "sounds" and means contextually, in the way of paradox 
argumentation so typical for Daoism, "soundless"-"rare sound" so as to be understood as a 

soundless sound. The "sound" in chapter twenty-three is the "spoken word" (yan §). Thus, I 
come to translate the phrase with "silent words." This paradoxical expression reflects the 
functioning of "Dao": the permanent process, which takes action without taking action. "Speech" 
is nothing else than "verbal action," as in chapters two and seventy-three where "speech" and 

"action" (wei ~), are held in parallel. So, "silent speech" means to engage in verbal action 

7Some of the so-called "Xiang-er versions ~m," listed by Shima Kunio (see note 4), also have an er 

ffij instead of a yu ~ here. But in the Xiang-er texts the following sentences are left out and thus the 
passage is, in another way, completely different from the manuscripts as well. 

80f the translators and editors it is Lau, and perhaps V.H. Mair, who understand the Mawangdui text 
in a similar grammatical way. However, no grammatical explications are given. 
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without engaging in verbal action. 

Instead of the usual translation for ziran ~ ~"nature"-I have chosen "own course," 
because in this context ziran is not a fixed "state," but rather a "state" which is not static. Ran 

?& does not indicate "being" as a noun, but "being" as an ongoing process. As an exclamatory 
particle, it is an expression of the affirmation of an action as in "yes!", "you may!", or "just like 
this!" As a verb, "to be like this," it expresses a certain mode of functioning. The original 
meaning of the term ''to burn" or "burning" also refers to a state-in-process. Ran in classical 

Chinese is often used like the particle zhe ff in modern Chinese in that it transforms a verb into 
a participle. 

Zi ~ is not equivalent to the word "self." More often than not zi is used as a preposition. It 
does not only mean "from" in this case, but also includes the notion of an unreflected "self." As 
a preposition it does not primarily indicate a position, but a direction. It can be understood as 
something like "starting off from the position of the 'self.' " 

Ziran, as a binome, signifies a motion-like state of the perpetuum mobile: a steady proceeding 
without any initial thrust or termination, for which every intervention, every deviation, will 
destroy the course's flow. 

"Silent speech" goes along with the functioning ofthe perpetuum mobile. "Paradox" (verbal) 
action effects permanence. If the ruling power, i.e., the Daoist ruler embodying Dao, does not 
act (verbally) himself, it becomes possible that all kinds of (verbal) action proceed and merge into 
one ceaseless movement "out of themselves" (zi or ziran, compare chapters 51, 73, 64, and 32 of 
the Laozi). Here lies the crux of the Daoist paradox: If the ruling power in the center of the 
proceeding leaves everything to be done "naturally" to the ruled world, in this way an enduring 
process is put into motion, which, like its ruling power, is called "Dao." 
b) Example. The "example" begins with two symmetrically-structured lines. It depicts the 
forces of nature, which expire shortly after their sudden eruption. Wind and rain are redolent of 
"clouds and rain," which have been, as pointed out by Robert van Gulik, "since times 

immemorial" the manifestations of the frugal interchange between the cosmic aspects, i.e., yin ~ 

and yang ~, and of the very moment of sexual intercourse.9 

The "example" is not a purely symbolical picture or metaphor. Wind and rain are the 
mightiest, most obvious and memorable forces in the world and can be used as a teaching 
example. If even heaven and earth, the main components of cosmic order, are only capable of 
ephemeral displays of their energies, how then could a human being, the most fragile and 
inconsistent part of the three-tiered world, be capable of manifesting permanence while expending 
his strength through voluntary activity? 

The "example" together with the rhetorical question and answer provide an illustration of the 
topic's saying. If the center of power (i.e., the ruler) does not hold on to the passive way of 

9Robert van Gulik, Sexual Life in Ancient China (Lei den: Brill, 1961), 17. According to a Cbinese 
belief, rain is the heavenly semen that fecundates the earth. The literal use of the symbol "clouds and rain" 

(yun yu, ~~ referring to sexual intercourse is traced back to a text written by Song Yu * in the third 
century B.C. (van Gulik, 38). The Daoist ideal of sexual intercourse is best expressed by the aspiration to 
retain, collect and channel semen in order to prolongue life (van Gulik, 278). 
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acting, then he will soon exhaust his strength. In this case eruption means attrition. 
It is again evident that "speech" in this context has to be understood as some kind of action. 

This kind of action is not one of physical deeds but of spoken words, orders, and commands. In 
sum, "speech" here is interference by means of language. On behalf ofthe ruler this interference 
has to be non-interferential, which is to say that it leaves things to happen "by themselves." The 
ruler has to keep his position so that everything happens according to the ordering scheme of 
"Dao." 
c) Formula. "Pursue the profession" heads the "formula" as a kind of "motto." Some sort of 
behaviour is suggested which is in harmony with the natural disposition, that is, the fulfilment of 
a certain role. When people "pursue their professions"-a phrase to be found also in chapter 
sixty-four-they often fail just before accomplishing a task. Especially in the Huang-Lao wing 

of Daoism, a certain "profession" (shi _) belongs to everything that is under Dao's rule. 

Everything that is ruled has its name (ming ~) and its form (xing m) as well as its profession, 
as opposed to the ruler himself who, as the manifestation of "Dao," never adopts any positive 
designation. When the ruler refrains from verbal and non-verbal action-when his speech is 
silent--everything ruled will pursue its profession "out of itself' and the "own course" will 
operate. The perpetuum mobile will function, the ceaseless process of turning, of change and 
exchange, will work. 

This permanent process is described in the formula where the three-sentence parallelism rests 

upon a play on words. De it here is synonymous with the homophone de f.!J meaning "to 

achieve" or "to obtain." This fact had already been pointed out by Wang Bi. Dao Ji is 

complementary to de ti which turns into de f.!J which in tum is complementary to shi ~ [to lose]. 

But de tl and de f.!J are not only related phonetically, for they have certain semantic resemblances 

as well. De ti has stood for the "virtual" power of the "Confucian" sagelO and was attached 
to the prestige of his position. This "virtual" power, incorporated in the "Confucian" sage as the 

link between heaven and earth, is a "gift." The one who has de i.t -"virtue"-is the one gifted; 

he is the one who has obtained (de f.!J) and is still obtaining. He is, in other words, the one who 

"takes." The taker is complementary to the one who gives away, the one who loses-shi zhe ~ 

~-the "giver" (of course, to "lose" is not necessarily to "give" as well, but in this context, I 
have used this expression to underline the complementarity of the two words). "Losing" and 
"giving" are the "professions" which have to be pursued in the line of the perfect proceeding 
called "Dao." 

Here again appears an image which had already shown up in the "example," namely, that of 
an exchange. Between heaven and earth an exchange had taken place with the rain and wind as 
its agents. But this exchange was eruptive and not modelled after "Dao." If the Daoist ruler acts 
in accord with the Daoist paradox, then in the ruled world the process of change and exchange, 
the process of giving away and taking, of living and dying, of dreaming and being awake--to 

lOSee for example the use of de in the Shujingf!i?i!!l. [Book of Documents]. At the beginning of the 

first chapter, the Yaodian ~ 9I!, to the emperor Yao it was imputed that "he was able to make bright his 
lofty (great) virtue (de)". See Bernhard Karlgren, "The Book of Documents," Bulletin of the Museum of 
Far Eastern Antiquities 22 (1950):1-81. 
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speak with the Zhuangzi if -r-becomes pennanent. The ruling power gives balance to the 
process of change, henceforth everything ruled "pursues its profession." Then the proceeding 
follows "Dao." Thus, "Dao" is the word for both the whole mode offunctioning and its ruling 
power. What gives and what takes fulfils its profession and operates in accord with Dao. In the 
perfect exchange, which is nothing other than the fulfillment of Dao, the positions relate to each 
other dynamically and continously. The acts of giving and taking intertwine and become the act 
of the ultimate proceeding. 

The second part of the "fonnula" is as parallel-structured as the first in both the manuscript 
and the received versions. In the received version, however, an additional sentence appears and 
the vocabulary seems to be in disorder. Giving and taking do not merge into the proceeding of 
Dao, rather, Dao merges into Dao--what gives into giving and what takes into taking. This 
image seems odd and does not hannonize semantically with the text as coherently as in the 
manuscripts. Here, the last two sentences are added as yet another variation of the main theme 
and do not create further difficulties. It is once more shown how giving and taking merge into 
Dao. When giving and taking are harmonized and balanced, then Dao gives and takes and the 
positions are combined into a changing motion. The autonomy of the positions becomes woven 
into a unified proceeding. This proceeding is one of alterning positions and professions. The 
changes and mutual transfonnations become incessant. The pennanent order of Dao is 
constituted by the ruling power, identified with Dao, in collaboration with the constant change in 
the realm of the ruled. The steady change becomes physical through the structure of the text. 
The alternation of the vocabulary accompanies the alternation of the perfected proceeding. 

When we read the manuscripts, the twenty-third chapter of the Laozi appears as a clearly 
structured text. "Topic," "example," and "fonnula" together present a teaching of Dao in a 
literary way. The proverbial saying, the image given, the rhetorical question, and the fonnulas 
fonn a highly memorable didactic poem. Obviously, the received version of the twenty-third 
chapter is a later adaptation of the text which has lost some logical clarity and has taken on a 
somewhat mystical obscurity. But it seems that this was acceptable as long as the rhythmical 
parallelisms were kept. The strength of the style was enough to save the passage from breaking 
apart. The teaching of Dao could survive within the rhythmical motion of the vocabulary. 

II. Philosophical afterthoughts 
The evocation of pennanence, a perennial topos of Daoism---objectivized into the quest for 

immortality-goes along in this text with the warning against speech, that is, against verbal action 
(Daoist caution against words and names should not be regarded as equivalent to caution against 
text and recitation. It is still to be investigated if "speech" -yan-is reflexively related to the 
text where the tenn appears). It is the ruler's duty to establish pennanence in a ruled world of 
change. He himself has to refrain from action in order to let the things within the realm of the 
ruled take their proper course. He does not speak in order to let the things within the realm of 
the ruled speak out by themselves. His constant silence is the origin of the constant "discourse" 
which may be called "Dao."" The ruling power is "unamed" (compare chapter twenty-five of 

IlCompare Chad Hansen's interpretation of Dao as "guiding discourse" in his A Daoist Theory of 
Chinese Thought (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 3-4. 
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the Laozi) and does not talk. Thus, linguistic phenomena are subordinated to a pattern of 
order-a structure of power-which is oriented towards the realisation of a permanent 
proceeding. The permanence of the non-speaking leading power and the whole process, which 
are both called Dao, brings about the permanence of change in the realm of the specified and 
designated ruled elements of the proceeding. From the spoke and hub image in chapter eleven 
of the Laozi we see that the unchanging permanence of the hub brings about the permanent 
changing of the up and down of the spokes which constitutes the wheel's turning. Likewise, the 
permanent alternation of giving and loosing-the endless change and exchange of specified 
(verbal and non-verbal) actions-is rooted in the permanent (verbal and non-verbal) non-activity 
of the centre of the proceeding. 

Thus, if man acts, verbally or non-verbally, in a specific way, he is doomed to fade. Such 
a man, obviously, cannot be a ruler of the world, cannot be the centre of power and cannot be 
permanent and enduring. Such a man will merely be "following his profession" and thus play his 
limited part in the world of permanent change. He will be non-permanent in order to constitute 
the permanence of the proceeding as a whole. Anything being present at a certain time, all 
being in time, obviously belongs to the sphere of the ruled and the fading. In this way the 
twenty-third chapter describes how the Daoist sage can avoid being non-permanent. He has to 
avoid speech; he has to avoid verbal action, and consequently will "not have his time." Thus, for 
one not to speak means "not to have its time." Permanence is "superior" to time: To be in time 
means to be ruled, to be permanent means to be ruling. Therefore, it would be more appropriate 
to call the philosophy of time in the Daodejing a philosophy of permanence. The conception of 
permanence is logically prior to that of time. 

Unspecified permanence both centrally balances and encircles everything which is specified 
and has its proper place and time. The spoken word, like the specific action, has its certain place 
and time. The twenty-third chapter of the Laozi describes a way to escape from the conditions 
of time, which is conceived of as being present in between past and future. Through the spoken 
word time becomes "present." Time, which is present, fades. If the spoken word is not 
confronted, passing time--and "presence"-is not confronted either. And if passing time is not 
confronted, death is not confronted either. The holy Daoist ruler is immortal because he is not 
existing in the realm of time (or the realm of "presence"). Instead, he becomes identified with 
the place of permanence (or of non-presence). Being present in time means to be ruled and 
mortal; not to be present in time (i.e., to be non-present) means to be permanent. But is this kind 
of timelessness-being still to be called "being"? 

The ideal of shunning time, which is not only found in Daoism, evades in advance any 
confrontation with the questions that arise about existence and being in Western philosophy. In 
this respect, every attempt to explain Daoism in regard to Existenzphilosophie12 is misleading, 

12More than thirty-five years ago A.C. Graham sought to highlight parallels between Daoism and 

Existenzphilosophie. He said about the Daoist conception of Nothing (or "non-presence," wu 1m): "A 
similar conception of Nothing is found in the West (for example in Hegel and Existentialism)." See his 
article" 'Being' in Western Philosophy Compared with shih/Jei and yulwu in Chinese Philosophy," Asia 
Major 7 (1959): 79-112. Some more recent attempts to draw parallels between Existenzphilosophie and 
Daoism can be found in Journal oJChinese Philosophy 13.4 (1986): 
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because, generally spoken, "being in time" is exactly what Daoism devalues. 
Modern Western Existenzphilosophie, however divergent its branches may be, commonly 

conceives of existence as tragically connected with the fate to come to an end. This paradoxon 
which can be found respectively in Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Heidegger, and Sartre is rooted 
deeply in the Christian tradition which has a dying man as its main symbol. The subjective 
experience of existence is not only neglected or devalued through death, but instead, as 
Christianity and atheistic Existentialism both affirm (but with different attitudes towards life), 
assumes its "existential" quality through confrontation with death. Timeliness of being becomes 
identical with being of time. Thus, being in an existential interpretation becomes "being towards 
death" ("Sein zum Tode," as Heidegger says). 

As stated above, it is namely Daoism that subordinates death and time---and thus conceptions 
of being or existence---to a philosophy of permanence. In Daoism, death is not the existential 
limitation of life, but, along with life, one of the two non-permanent states integrated in the 
permanent and timeless movement. 13 Zhuangzi sings at the occasion of his wife's death l4 and 
hails the decline of the individual body which gives reign to a non-individual physical 
continuum. 15 Death is not, as in Western thought, the ultimate proof of subjective existence, but 
is viewed much more as the proof for the uselessness of any trust in individualized ways of 
living. Death lays bare the weakness of any conception of subjectivity. Therefore, timely being 
in Daoism is not a mode for the subject to exist in, but a mode of perishment. "Being" in 
Daoism is neither "eternal" in a Christian way nor tragically confronted with passing time in an 
existential way. Timeliness is devalued as a mere offshoot result of permanence. Likewise, 

"being"--or rather "presence" (you :ff) in the Daoist context-is devalued as a mere effect of 

Nothing or "non-presence" (wu Wi). Therefore one should only venture to draw parallels between 

Robert E. Allinson, "Having Your Cake and Eating It, too: Evaluation and Trans-Evaluation in Chuang 
Tzu and Nietzsche," 429-443; 

Guy C. Bumeko, "Chuang Tzu's Existential Hermeneutics," 393-409; 
Berit Maxia, "Heidegger's Fieldpath: An Interpretation in Perspective of Chuang Tzu: Being is 

Thinking and Thinking is Being," 445-453. 
Other Journal 0/ Chinese Philosophy articles to be mentioned here include: 
Charles Wei-Hsun Fu, "Creative Hermeneutics: Taoist Metaphysics and Heidegger," 3.2 (1976): 115

143, and "The Trans-Onto-Theo-Logical Foundations of Language in Heidegger and Taoism," 5.3 (1978): 

301-333; 
Wayne D. Owens, "Radical Concrete particularity: Heidegger, Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu," 17.2 (1990): 

235-256. 
Furthermore, the whole issue of Journal o/Chinese Philosophy 11.4 (1984) is dedicated to "Heidegger 

and Chinese Philosophy." 

13See for example the famous dream ofthe butterfly in the Zhuangzi in A Concordance to Chuang-Tzu, 
Harvard-Yenching Institute Sinological Index Series, Supplement no. 20 (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1956): 2/7/94-96. Compare with Burton Watson, The Complete Works o/Chuang Tzu (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1968),49. 

14See Concordance, 46/18/15-19. Cf. Watson, Chuang Tzu, 191-192. 

lSSee Concordance, 17/6/45 - 18/6/82. Cf. Watson, Chuang Tzu, 84-88. 
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Daoism and Existenzphilosophie with great caution. Along with the devaluation of being in time 
and the devaluation of "being towards death," language as personal expression, as an act 
embedded within the timeliness of life, is not highly regarded in Daoism. 
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No one expects any Taoist account of this world and its occurrences to remain moored 
for too long in the mundane. Snakes need to speak, divine lamps need to light up a dark 
mountainside, and at least one honored subject needs to rush to Heaven in broad daylight. 
Even the details of the tenure of a local official devoted to his people will take on an other
worldly glow when recorded by a Taoist hand. The line between history and hagiography 
then blurs, frustrating the historian but giving the flexible reader the pleasures of a fantasy 
made all the more enticing by its factual foundation. 

Few authors in ancient Chinese history knew this craft as well as Tu Kuang-t' ing 

ti1t~ (850-933 C.E.). Famous for works on earthly and celestial geography, such as the 

"Tung-t' ien fu-ti yueh-tu ming-shan chi" $'!l*fM:!:tB~~I;:gLlJ~c. Record of Cavern Heavens, 
Blessed Locales, Peaks, Waterways, and Famous Mountains], and classical Taoist 

commentary, such as the "Tao-te ching kuang-sheng i" }1[t~*1.JJi~~ [Explication 
Developing (the Commentary of) the Sage (Emperor Hsuan-tsung) on the Way and its Power 

Scripture], Tu is perhaps most socially influential in works such as the "Lu-i chi" """""'"...... 
[Record of Oddities], which record auspicious supernatural events as signs of heavenly favor 
for certain persons or locations, as well as proof of the Tao's resonance in the real world. 
Tu draws his literary authority from years at the heart of Chinese bureaucracy during the 
latter stages of the T' ang Dynasty. After being ordained a Taoist priest, Tu served in the 

court of the Hsi-tsung Emperor (r.874-889 C.E.) and fled with the Emperor's entourage 
to what is now Ssu-ch' uan Province. Later he was appointed to several high positions in the 
newly formed kingdom of Shu. He not only ranked as the kingdom's head Taoist, but also 
oversaw local cults and the region's sacred sites, such as Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain, and 
spent time reasserting and diffusing their various legends. Tu further gave disconnected 
local cults a universal liturgical structure by authenticating Taoist ritual in traditional written 
sources scattered by decades of social upheaval. At the same time he worked at the highest 
levels of government to give political power a religious consecration. Tu's religious 

l"Hsiu Ch' ing-ch' eng shan chu-kuan kung-te chi ~1ttJ£Ll.Jml!~~~c," in Ch' in-ting ch' iian 

T' ang wen ~JE~n!tJt [Complete T' ang Literature by Imperial Order], compiled by Tung Kao 

et aI., (Taipei: Hui-wen ftiJt, 1961), ch. 932, p. 14a. All translations are my own, unless otherwise 
noted. 
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ceremonies and records of supernatural events aided the Shu's legitimation and eventual 
consolidation of local power? 

Tu retired to the seclusion of the same Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain which he vividly 
describes in the essay "Hsiu Ch' ing-ch' eng shan chu-kuan kung-te chi," the text of which 
appears here in translation. Although intended as a pious eulogy to a recently deceased local 
leader, Tu nonetheless makes it resonate with the metaphysical. We can never be sure where 
Tu's historical account ends and the results of his religiously inspired imagination begin. 
This serves to lend the weight of fact to his more celestial writing while giving his historical 
episodes an ethereal glow. From historical renderings of the lives of immortals, to detailed 
descriptions of the Heavens both above and below earth, to prose and poetry, even to 
expectedly dry records of court business, Tu's work almost invariably includes a cosmic 
thread that runs from his religious training. The essay translated here combines elements 
from all of these types of writing. From it we not only discover the range of Tu' s talent but 
also salvage pieces of local history surrounding community life in the vicinity of one of 
Taoism's holiest sites, Ch'ing-ch'eng Mountain. 

A Taoist aura has enveloped Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain ever since 142 C.E., when Chang 

Tao-ling 5:&~~ became Taoism's first Celestial Master by receiving revelations from the 
deified Lao-tzu near this site. From his important historical role as compiler and editor of 

Taoist texts, Tu acknowledges, as do other Shang-ch'ing J:m [Upper Clarity] Taoist 
writers, the influence of the antecedent Celestial Master Taoist sect. It became a trait of the 

T' ang Celestial Masters to treat the legendary Ning Feng-tzu m!t-=f, the same "Gentleman 
Ning," resident of Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain, mentioned in the text below, as the "Elder 
(Overseer) of the Five Marchmounts.,,3 Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain thereby retains, at least in 
Taoist circles, a status in some ways superior to the traditional five holiest mountains in 
China. Located sixty kilometers northwest of the Shu capital of Ch' eng-tu in modem Kuan

hsien ~Ym County, Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain naturally became a preferred location for 
temple construction and Tu's many liturgical ceremonies. Among Tu Kuang-1' ing' s 
several court-appointed titles, "Celestial Master who Transmits the Truth [Ch' uan-chen 

l' ien-shih fi~7(eijj]" suggests the influence of the Celestial Master tradition, imbued with 
Ch'ing-ch'eng Mountain lore, on the Taoism of the Shu court. 

According to Franciscus Verellen, the "Hsiu Ch' ing-ch' eng shan chu-kuan kung-te chi" 

formed the text of an inscription for a stele placed in the Chang-jen kuan JtAI! [Elder (i.e., 
Ning Feng-tzu) Observatory] at the base of Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain in 895 C.E.

4 Its 

2Franciscus Verellen, Du Guangting (850-933), taofste de cour a fafin de fa chine medievafe 
[Memoires de /' institute des hautes etudes chinoises, v. XXX] (Paris: College de France, Institute des 
hautes ecoles chinoises, 1989), p. x. This is the seminal work on Tu Kuang-t' ing. The present 
translation may perhaps be seen as an appendix to Verellen's work. 

3Wang Chia-yu .3:.*tti, Tao-chiao fun kao ~f&~~ [Discourse on Taoism] (Ch' eng-tu: Pa-shu 

E'.JU, 1987),258. 
4Verellen, Du Guangting, 215. 
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purpose was to commemorate and praise the repairs done to the various temples on the 

mountain by a local official, Duke Mo T' ing-i ~0gX.5 In presenting this speech, 
however, Tu most likely personally presided over what John Lagerwey describes as a "Ritual 

of Merit for the dead [kung-te ~t~].,,6 A Taoist community holds such rituals in order to 
bring the souls of its recently deceased elders back to their "Origin in the Way.,,7 In this 
case, the recently deceased is Duke Mo. Described in the text are the Duke's first trip to 
Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain and his more noteworthy accomplishments, such as the damming 

of floodwaters and renovation of observatories. One of six "Offering lyrics [chiao-tz' u M 
~RJ]" also composed by Tu in honour of the Duke8 informs us that Mo T'ing-i worked as 

Magistrate of Ch' ing-ch' eng District (Ch' ing-ch' eng ling 1ftJ£% and as Vice Comissioner 

(fu-shih ~lJf~), assistant to the Directorate of Waterways.9 The Offering ceremony is the 
counterpart of the Ritual of Merit and Virtue, meant to rectify the gods of the living to their 
Origin in the Way.lO Assuming that Tu participated in the six Offering ceremonies while 
Duke Mo was alive and the present Ritual of Merit and Virtue after his death, we may 
conclude that this obscure yet important provincial official died during Tu' s lifetime. If we 
assume that Tu wrote the work translated below shortly after the Duke's death, we are then 
not surprised to find it the most extensive of this set ofMo T'ing-i essays. 

Tu begins by describing Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain's prominent geography, both inside 
and out, as home to and protectorate of divine spirits. He reveals the transcendent aspects of 
what appear to be the mountain's natural features, such as a consistent dripping fall of water 
which is used to keep time. Could nature possibly be so regular, or is this drip regulated by a 
higher consciousness, as Tu infers? The dark forest comes alive with divine lamps; are these 
fireflies or particles of luminous cosmic breath? 

The author uses the lives of legendary immortals, such as Chang Tao-ling 5:&~:~, to 
relate folklore, such as legends about how the region was cleansed of demons and how the 
mountain's severed red cliff-face came to be. These mystical events gradually meld into 
more solidly historical accounts of the expulsion of encroaching Buddhists and the visit of 

5Verellen, Du Guangting, 133-4. 
6John Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual in Chinese Society and History (New York: MacMillan, 1987), 

170-1. Note that in the title I have translated this phrase "Ritual of Merit and Virtue," as opposed to 
Lagerwey' s condensed "Ritual of Merit." I do this because Tu will deal with the two terms separately 
near the end of the essay. 

7Lagerwey, Taoist Ritual, 172. 
STung, Ch'ilan T'ang wen, ch. 936, p. 12b-18b. 

9"W:tJ£-%~&!X.~iUft~*1fPfflI~M~~" [Lyrics for the Offering for Ch' ing-ch' eng District 
Magistrate Mo T' ing-i Becoming Vice Commissioner, Cultivating the Original Mandate and 
Encompassing Heaven]. In Tung, Ch' ilan T' ang wen, ch. 936, p. 12b-13b. "Directorate of 

Waterways" is the T' ang Dynasty designation for the term shih-che ft:tl, from which my description 
of the Duke's position is derived. See Charles O. Hucker, A Dictionary ofOfficial Titles in Imperial 
China (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1985), no. 5208). 

IOLagerwey, Taoist Ritual, 172. 
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the Hsi-tsung Emperor. The latter incidents are nevertheless accompanied by propitious 
clouds, miraculously rejuvenated vegetation, and other divine omens. The earliest restorers 
of Ch' ing-ch' eng observatories may have been real people, but they too, in Tu' s view, are 
prone to rushing off to the astral realm once their work is done. 

All of the preceding serves as background and introduction for the story of Duke Mo' s 
selfless service to his district. Tu's previous eulogizing sermons had been reserved almost 
exclusively for praise of T' ang Emperors. This text is the first sign of Tu' s fundamental 
contribution to the liturgic legitimation of the independence of the Shu kingdom.!! Tu 
makes obvious efforts to portray his Duke as more than a Taoist patron. Mo's main 
concerns are with taking care of his people, protecting them from exploitive local despots, 
shoring up their levees and reclaiming farmland, and administering a humane system of 
justice. When he renovates buildings, he does so adequately yet prudently, careful not to 
waste resources on extravagant proportions or detail. One particularly poetic passage 
describing the artwork and overall aesthetic setting of a certain Taoist observatory ironically 
serves to showcase the type of structure the Duke does not feel obsessed to reproduce. The 
skeptic may sense that perhaps Duke Mo, in his lifetime, did pay undue attention to Taoist 
causes and that Tu, in preparing his eulogy, was wary of this potential criticism. 

Though Tu anchors the latter half of his essay in earthly, practical matters, his 
increasingly mellifluous praise for Mo towards the end tends to lift the Duke off the ground 
and deliver him to the transcendent realm of its own accord. In an interesting twist, Tu lists 
Confucian values among those that inform Duke Mo' s inspired governance and in so doing 
suggests that Confucianism could amicably share the stage in such a Taoist ensemble. 
Finally, however, the Duke soars beyond the Confucians and all other earthbound creatures, 
while still raining blessings down upon his charges. He comes to resemble the divinities of 
antiquity that first imbued the Ch'ing-ch'eng Mountain region with its Taoist import. 

Translation 
The Declaration ofthe Perfectei 2 states: "Within the Great Heaven there are ten Great 

Cavern Heavens.13 Inside them, the sun and moon conceal their roots. The essences of the 

llYerellen, Du Guangting, 133-4. 

12Chen Kao !Jlffi!'[, in Tao-tsang 3][Hi [Taoist Canon], compiled by Yen I-p' ing It-w: (Taipei: I

wen ~)(, 1962), HY 10 10. All references to works in the Taoist Canon will be cited according to 

"HY" number, as they are ordered in Tao-ts' ang tzu-mu yin-te 3][Hi-1- § 51t~ [Combined Indices to 
the Authors and Titles ofBooks in Two Collections of Taoist Literature], Harvard-Yenching Institute 

Sinological Index Series, no. 25, compiled by Weng Tu-chien ~1mif9! (Taipei: Ch' eng Wen PX:)(, 
1966). The Declaration of the Perfected is a collection of the "Shang-ch' ing _bw" [Upper Clarity 

(Heaven)] revelations as revealed to Yang Hsi mil [330-ca. 386 C.E.] and recorded by T' ao Hung

ching ~5.L.j!- [456-536 C.E.]. I have not found this particular quotation. 

13"Tung-t'ien ililJ7(," subterranean heavens contained within sacred Taoist mountains. 

http:Heavens.13
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three chronogramsl4 shine in the caverns, illuminating them, as do the two phosphors.1 5 All 
have golden walls and jade gate-towers, which perfected transcendents take as their 
capitols." Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain contains the fifth, the Heaven of Nine Chambers of the 
Precious Mountain. Gentleman Ningl6 resides there. Here the Yellow Emperor rode a 
whirlwind chariot,17 received the Way of the Dragon Bridge,IS and commissioned the 
gentleman "Elder of the Five Marchmounts,,,19 in charge of superintending these collective 
heavenly peaks. Traces of his wheeltracks and an altar's site20 still exist there today. The 
marchmount's spirit21 from above the mountains' stark precipices drips down water all year 
long,22 which substitutes for a sundial23 or waterclock. Lord Wang, Overseer of the 

14"San_ch' en refers to the sun, moon and five naked-eye planets (Mercury, Venus, Mars, 
Jupiter and Saturn). 

IS"Erh-ching refers to the sun and moon. 

16"Ning Chiln " refers to Ning Feng-tzu who appears in Liu Hsiang' s ~!lrQJ (77?-6? 

B.C.E.) Lieh-hsien chuan 7Ufwf$ [Chronicle of Arranged Transcendents] (Shanghai: Shang-wu j@j~, 
1936), upper chapter, p. 2. Ning is said to have been an official in charge of pottery works under the 
Yellow Emperor. A passerby taught him to produce fire and five-colored smoke from his palm. Later 

he immolated himself. Reduced to ash and bone, he was buried in Ning-pei $~t Mountain, from 
which comes bis name. 

17"Piao_cM ,1;.," a divine chariot pulled by nine dragons that rides on a violent wind and spirals 
the perfected to heavenly realms. See Isabelle Robinet, Meditation taoi"ste (Paris: Dervy-livres, 1979), 
176-7. 

18This is a reference to the Yellow Emperor receiving the Dragon Bridge Scripture a~, full 

name Shang-ch' ing t' ai-shang k' ai-t' fen lung-ch' iao ching l:~*l:~::R~.~ [The Most High 
Upper Clarity Scripture of the Dragon Bridge for Opening Heaven], BY 1343. 

19The Five Marchmounts 1i~ are China's five eminent holy mountains, corresponding to the 
five directions, including the center. They are thought by Taoists not only to have a connection with 
the Heavens above, but to contain cavern beavens within them. Accounts differ as to which five 

mountains they are, but one representative source, the Erh-ya shih-shan f~lnl~LiJ [The Erh-ya' s 

Explanation of Mountains], lists them as T' ai Shan ~LiJ in the east, Hua Shan ¥LiJ in the west, Huo 

Shan ":tJJ in the south, Heng Shan t§:IJJ in the north, and Song Kao *r.:u in the center. See Chung

wen ta tz' u tien 9J)(*~~ [The Encyclopedic Dictionary of the Chinese Language; hereafter: 

CW177], compiled by Chang Ch' i-yfin 5I::¥t=1t§J (Taipei: Chung-kuo wen-hua yen-chiu-suo 

9Jm)(f[:iiff~ffi, 1962-68), no. 266.1066). 

2°The "Ch' ing-ch' eng shan chi 1f:lJ£LiJgc" [Record of Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain] (Tung, Ch' uan 

T' ang wen, p. 14a), mentions the Yellow Emperor building a pavilion (t' ai !f, as opposed to t' an :1:1 
[altar]) from which he commissioned Gentleman Ning the "Elder of the Five Marchmounts." 

21A reference to Gentleman Ning. 

22Here Tu borrows the Buddhist term Iiu shih n!F,f which refers to the six time periods of the 

year, hence, "all year long." See Fo-hsueh ta tz' u-tien f?t**I$;!i4 [The Encyclopedic Dictionary of 

Buddhist Study], edited by Ting Fu-pao T~Mf* (Shanghai: I-hsileh shu-cM .*.~, 1921), v. 5, 
648. 

23Used to time court ceremonies. 
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Perfected of the Western Extremities,24 further directs ten thousand transcendents in 
controlling this cavern bureau. Self-perpetuating divine lamps shine and illumine the forests 
and gullies. Meeting with rain increases their brilliance. They are scattered and transformed 
by the wind. 

The mountain's steep walls and repeating cliffs are as lofty as parapets. Their red color 
resembles swirling auroral clouds. It is referred to as Red Stone Wall, though it is also 
named Heavenly Region.25 Certainly these variant names specify no more than one and the 
same mountain. 

In former times, the Han Dynasty's position26 deteriorated. People and spirits of the 
dead interrelated and mixed, rousing miasma, breathing poison, and generation after 
generation slaughtering the spirits of the living. The Most High27 mandated the Perfected 
One of True Unity,28 Lord Chang of the Three Heavens,29 to prepare to ride from Ch' u-t' ing 

24The "Mao-shan chih *tlJ~" [Record of Mao Shan] identifies this as the deified Wang Fang

p'ing (HY 304, ch. 10, p. 3a). The historical figure was a classicist during the Han Dynasty 

under the Huan Emperor (r. 147-167 C.E.). Stories from the Taoist Canon suggest his divine 
nature: A proclamation concerning him was painted on the wings of the palace gate. When the 
Emperor got tired of them and had them scraped off, they reappeared, the ink: having penetrated the 

wood. He lived in the home of the Tan Jtt family for thirty years, during which time the family saw no 
deaths or illness. When he died, the family dressed him up and burned incense. After three days and 
nights he disappeared suddenly, shedding his clothes like snakeskin. He became the Perfected of the 

Western City of the Western Extremities "@t!!i!"@:tJ£tllA, the leader of fifteen thousand transcendents 
in charge of anchoring Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain and its Heaven of Nine Transcendent Precious 

Chambers See "~t!ttllfi1Jm~JmIi" [Comprehensive Mirror of Consecutive 
Generations of the Perfected and the Transcendent Embodying the Tao], HY296, ch. 5, p. 3a. Note the 
variations on Wang's divine name and on the name ofCh' ing-ch' eng Mountain's cavern heaven that 
appear here. 

25"T' ien Kuo *~," a mountain in Yung-k' ang 7.kmt County in T' ang times, one of the peaks of 
Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain, thought to contain one ofCh' ing-ch' eng Mountain's eight cavern heavens. 

See Yuan-feng chiu-yu chih 7G"tL~ [Primal Abundance Record of the Nine Regions], Kuo-hsueh 

chi-pen ts' ung-shu ssu-pai chung ~~~*~IH::gsfj [Four Hundred Types of Basic Collections 
for National Study] (Taipei: Commercial Press, 1968), v. 337, 7:324. 

26"Tzu 11=," standing in relation to Heaven's mandate. 

27This is a reference to "The Most High Lord Lao :;tL:£;et," or the deified Lao-tzu. 

28"Cheng_i chen-jen lE.-tllA" refers to Chang Tao-ling ifEH~:~ (Weng, Combined Indices, 

194), who founded the Taoist religious movement known as "T' ien-shih Tao *AilHi!" [The Way of 
the Celestial Master], based on his received revelations from Lao-tzu, traditionally 142 C.E. 

29The three Taoist Heavens, in reverse order of loftiness and importance, are "T' ai-ch' ing 

[Supreme Clarity], "Shang-ch'ing" Lm [Upper Clarity], and "Ytl-ch'ing [Jade Clarity]. 

Among his various appellations, Chang Tao-ling is further known as "Great Legal Teacher of the 

Three Heavens Supporting Instruction and Aiding the Prime =*:j:j:i:\(~7G*~I'lili" (Weng, 
Combined Indices, 194). 

http:Region.25
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30and Ho-ming Mountains to this mountain range to carry out the Law of the Awesome 
Covenant,3! cleanse and purify the forests and marshes, and repel the enemy for ten thousand 
11. 
· 32 

Lord Chang rooted out demons from their cities and markets and carved stone figures of 
heaven, earth, sun and moon. At the Three Teachers Altar of the Ram and Horse Pavilion he 
suspended pennants commanding demons to enact a vow between spirits of the dead and 
spirits of the living so that the latter would have charge of day and the former of night. He 
painted the mountain with a red brush, severing the green cliff-face, wherein remnants of his 
brushwork remain. This is what the scriptures and charts record. 

At the extreme summit is the Palace of Upper Clarity, which caps the various peaks and 
blossoms out of the cloud cover. Next to it is Heaven's Pool, which remains the same in 
drought and downpour. Below is Joining Dragon Bridge, a stone causeway supported by 
suspension. Here, in truth, is the cave dwelling of divine transcendents. 

The Observatory of the Constant Wal3was seized by Buddhist monks for a short time. 

In the chia-tzu Ei3-1- year, the twelfth year of the Opening of the Prime reign period (724 
C.E.),34 a special imperial order moved them back to their old place in the mountains. An 
imperial stone tablet remains at the site of the observatory. The Emperor ordered and 
bestowed perfected rites making another temple the Elder Observatory. On this day, 
transcendent clouds formed a cover; sweet springs glistened in their holes. 

30"Ch' u-t' ing ~~" and "Ho-ming lti~~," are the names of two peaks of the mountain in the 

northwestern part of Ch' ung-ch' ing ,*!f County, Ssu-ch' uan, usually known simply as "Mount Ho
Ming" [Crane Call Mountain] and joined to Ch' ing-ch-eng by a range of lesser peaks. Ho-ming is 
also thought to include a cavern entrance (Yuan-feng chiu-yu chih, 7:324). 

31"Ming_wei chih fa 13)3~z.~." "Ming 13)3" is an alteration of "meng M," as in "Cheng-i meng

wei chih fa-lu IE.-M~z.~~" [Register of the Most High Correct Unity Law of the Awesome 
Covenant], HY 1200. "Meng" refers to convenants involving smearing the blood of a sacrificed 

animal on one's mouth before uttering imprecations, as in commentary to the Kung Yang 0$: 
"~~lM:Ifilm$;f§fft).M~*t!r' [Killing an animal and smearing the mouth with its blood, vowing 
against fate and making mutual vows are used to make a covenant binding]. See Kung Yang i-shu 

0':¥:~iWL [Interpretive Commentary to the Kung Yang], compiled by Wang Yun-wu .:E~1i (Taipei: 
Commercial Press, 1968),42-3. 

The character change to "ming 13)3" [bright], indicates Chang Tao-ling and the T'ien-shih Tao 
movement distancing itself from the bloody aspect of this ritual, and also from those sects that still 
partook of such sacrifices. 

32"Li ~ ," a Chinese measure of distance, roughly equal to 1890 English feet. 

33"Ch' ang-tao kuan m-:l1!IL" located halfway up the mountain and second in importance only to 
the Elder Observatory at the base. See Verellen, Du Guangting, 89. 

34"Chia-tzu" is the name assigned to this year in the Chinese system of a sixty-year cycle, 
combining ten celestial "stems" with twelve earthly "branches." 
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During the Heavenly Treasure reign period (742-756 C.E.), the Westward Imperial tour35 

paid respect to the mountain in sacrifices involving prayer and libations. Propitious clouds 
scattered elegantly. A divine snake delivered beneficient omens. 

In the hsin-chou year ofthe Central Harmony reign period (881 C.E.), the Hsi-tsung 

Emperor halted on circuit at Ch' eng-tu tJ£im There he conferred the honorific title of 
Soundless and Colorless.36 He then stopped at Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain to rest his 
entourage. Dragons chanted in the midst of rushing torrents. In search of a divine response, 
he repeatedly fasted and made offerings to Heaven. Spiritual bronze gongs sounded of their 
own accord. Transcendent torches filled the mountainside. Kirins37 and golden snakes 
congregated on an altar. The withered coir palm flourished anew. The six types of grasses 
and trees were reborn. These auspicious omens appear thus arranged on the green bamboo 
slips of history. 

In the year jen-tzu the first year of the Luminous Happiness reign period (892 
C.E.), at a spot on top of the peak, a stone obstructed a spring's torrent. The endangered 
pavilion alone stood in the path of its flow but did not go to ruin?8 Water did not recede 
from this single branch even in the depths of winter?9 It flowed into the central kitchen 
where its water was effortlessly diverted. Were it not the Fashioner of Mutations40 or the 
highest spirit, then who could have provided this? 

35Referring to the flight ofthe T' ang Hsuan-tsung ~:t* Emperor, to Shu Mi, during the An Lu

shan 3i:ffftlJ rebellion. 
36" Hsi-i [soundless and colorless] are words used in the Lao-tzu to describe the original 

form of the Tao. ":fJiz::f~1;B~~Z::fIifJ1;B;ffi-" [What is looked upon but not seen is called 

'i,' what is listened to but not heard, is called' hsi']. See Chang Ch' un-i ~~-, Lao-tzu t' ung-shih 

~-=f:lm~ [A Complete Explanation of the Lao-tzu] [Shanghai: Shang-wu i'tfj~, 1946], ch. 14, p. 29. 
Here it refers to the legendary Ning Feng-tzu, the Elder of the Five Marchmounts, receiving the 

honorific title of"Hsi-i chen-chun ;ffi-~~~" [Perfected Lord of the Soundless and Colorless] during 
his ceremony of investiture as principle divinity of Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain. See Verellen, Du 
Guangting, 126. 

37" Jou-chiao [fleshy homed] is synecdoche for the mythical animal ch'i litt or lin • in 

Chinese. ".~Clt&ff:Jj(g-jEfffij~~" [The lin is a benevolent beast. (Commentary): Its form 

ressembles the muntjac. It has one hom covered in flesh]. See Ch' en Li ~Ji., Kung Yang i-shu 

i}-¥:ftill, in Ssu-pu pei-yao p:gnB1ii~ [Prepared Essentials in Four Sections; hereafter: SPPYj, edited 

by Lu Fei-k'uei (Shanghai: Chung-hua q:t., 1927-36), v. 275, 75:3a. 
38This refers to a miracle cited in other of Tu' s works (such as the "Lu-i chi," HY 591, ch. 6, p. 

7a), and dated to 892 in which heavy rains sent a torrent of water cascading towards the Elder 
Observatory (the pavilion referred to here). At the last moment a large boulder tumbled into the path 
of the water and diverted it to the east, not only saving the observatory, but providing a year-round 
source of sweet and fragrant water directly to the kitchen. See Verellen, Du Guangting, 133. 

391n the dry season of winter. 

4°"Tsao-hua ~ft;" or "Tsao-wu ~!fo/J" [The Fashioner of Creatures] both refer to a supernatural 
force reponsible for forming all creatures and objects. See Edward H. Schafer, "The Idea of Created 
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In the midst of the mountain are the various observatories, Elder, Constant Way, Austere 
Ceremony and Cavern Heaven. Through long, continuous years, much has fallen into ruin. 

Formerly, Ministers Ts' ui Cheng-kuei ~IEm of Po-ling t,~,41 and Wu T' ing-hsiu ~ 
.ff:f* of Po-hai ~w ,42 both added adornments and reinforced the old foundations. These 
were men who made rounds by carriage to all states and divisional districts, unceasingly 
providing for buildings' stability.43 When their repairs were gradually completed and the 
desecration and destruction had been contained, they rushed off in a star chariot helter
skeIter.44 In the space often years there were no additional repairs necessary. 

In the kuei-ch' ou ~f1: year (893 C.E.), District Magistrate of the Southern 
Commandery, Duke Mo T' ing-i received imperial commandment to conduct long libational 
services of Offering, and personally performed these rituals. Examining the mountain's 
excellence and uniqueness, he was pained by this overgrowth and neglect. He showed no 
concern for his private wealth and did not encroach upon public funds, but for two years 
concentrated on repairing the two main observatories, and renovating the ancestral temples 

45of this mountain of favored ground. He re-established each of their sites and carved 
images in stone for them. He then drew charts ofthe temples for posterity. 

He observed their encircling covered corridors, like rainbows winding; the extensive 
halls decorated with pheasants flying; their luminescence mixing with that of the raven and 
hare,46 their color making a lantern of the mist and aurora; their roof-beams of clouds and 
windows of wind, gold and blue-green intertwining their glare;47 dragon-eaves and mallard 

Nature in T' ang Literature," Philosophy East and West 15(1965): 153-60. Titles are Schafer's 
translations. 

41Ts' ui was district magistrate and represented the district at the investiture ceremony for Ning 

Feng-tzu cited above (Verellen, Du Guangting, 128). Po-ling was a state in west-central Hopei ~iiJ~t 

Province during the Sui ~~ Dynasty (581-618 C.E.). See Chung-kuo Ii-shih ti-t' u chi t:p 1iI~~tiBlllm 
[The Historical Atlas of China], edited by Tan Qixiang ~;tt. (Shanghai: Cartographic Publishing, 
1982), v. 5, 15-16). 

42A coastal state in southeastern Hopei Province during the Sui Dynasty (Tan, Historical Atlas, v. 
5,15-16). 

43"Kung_i {#{l" is glossed in the Tso-chuan as "hsiang-an if§3t [to make peaceful and stable]." 

See Li Tsung-t' ung ,**fl'!l, Ch' un-ch' iu Tso-chuan chin-chu chin-i [Modern 
Commentary and Interpretation of the Tso Commentary to the Spring and Autumn Annals] (Taipei: 
Commercial Press, 1971),51-2. 

44"p' ang-wu ~9=-," meaning "joining and intertwining, horizontally and vertically rt:EfJi 
(CWTTT, no.13952.8). This rushing off is perhaps a vivid euphemism for death. 

4s"Fu_ti tlit.tB" is a Taoist term specifying holy places. Here it refers to Ch' ing-ch' eng Mountain. 

See "Tung-t'ien fu-ti $!I:Rmt.tB" [Cavern Heavens and Blessed Places], HY 1026, ch. 27. 
46The sun and moon. The raven and hare are said to reside in each respectively. Here the distant 

moon in the aurora resembles a temple lantern in local fog. 
47This is an image ofthe sun (gold) mixing with the sky (blue-green) to create a radiant glare. 
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rain-pots,48 cinnabar-red and halcyon-green reciprocating their brilliance. In all respects he 
avoided such debauched extravagance and was still able to complete these great and 
imposing edifices. Again it was ordered that he be bestowed the purple 49 of great virtue. 

Chang Su-ch' ing 5.&*m 50 illustrated the Masters of the Nine Rivers51 and Five 
Marchmounts and the Gods ofthe Ten Mountains52 and Four Watercourses.53 Elegant in the 
extreme was it painted, moreover, lustrous and beautiful. It depicts some masters and gods 
performing libational offerings throughout the realm. Others perform the Yellow Register 
ritual for opening an altar. 54 They repay the state in timely fashion and are serious and 
reverent. They may therefore meet with the perfected and divine so as to bring good fortune 
to their nation-states. 

Furthermore, in the Lord Lao Observatory, the imperial visage55 was left exposed. Roof
beams and ceiling broke and collapsed. Greatly manifesting his merit, Duke Mo re-created it 
as originally established. 

Now, as for the transformations of self-realization and the winds of non-action, those 
who use them amply are the consummate people.56 Those who are diligent with regard to 

48These pots are positioned below eaves to catch rain water. The mallard (yang .) is more 
specifically a female mallard. With the masculine dragon positioned above, this is a very sexual 
image, which the preceding pairing of images (e.g., raven and hare, roof-beam and window) has 
helped to develop and which the following reproving comment will verifY. 

49Purple is traditionally the color of gods and emperors. Here it likely refers to a purple robe 
bequeathed on those promoted to a central place in the court hierarchy. Tu received such a robe 
himself. After the T' ang the purple robes came to be associated exclusively with eminent court 
Taoists or Buddhists. See Verellen, Du Guangting, 36. 

soAccording to a Sung Dynasty text, Chang was a Five-Dynasties Period Taoist priest from the 
state of Shu. He painted twenty scrolls of gods and transcendents, and received praise for them. See 

=~lffili~ [Three Cavern Record of Multitudinous Transcendents], HY 1238, ch. 8, p. lib. See also 

"Pa-hsien t' u J\fililll" [Chart of Eight Transcendents], where Chang's work is highly praised (Li 

Fang *Wi, T' ai-p' ing kuang-chi :;t3fIJi"Sc [Extensive Record of Great Tranquillity] (Beijing: Jen

min wen-hsUeh AJ;R;)(~, 1959), ch. 214,1641). 

slThe nine rivers are the waterways separating the nine continents (chiu-chou flA+D of China, 

during the time of the legendary Emperor YU r't. See Ch' U Wan-Ii /Hi;t;.M, Shang-shu chin-chu chin-i 

[Modem Commentary and Interpretation of the Book of Documents] (Taipei: 
Commercial Press, 1969),37. 

52The ten mountains that contain the ten Great Cavern Heavens. 

53The Four Watercourses refers to the four great rivers ofChina, the Yangtze iI, Yellow River fiif, 
the River Huai $, and the River Chi ~. These various masters and gods are probably all included in 
one painting, to which Tu is referring. The following comments refer to scenes depicted in the 
artwork. 

S4The Yellow Register is the name of a Taoist purification ritual. See "T' ai-sheng huang-Iu chai-i 

:;tJ::Ji.~fI" [Most High Yellow Register Purification Ritual], HY 507, compiled by Tu Kuang
t'ing. 

55Referring to a portrait of the Emperor. 
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their use are the superior gentlemen. 57 Only the Duke has come to use them both diligently 
and amply without slacking. 

In the beginning, Minister of Education for the Ministry of State Wang Kung .3:.0 and 

Pacification Vice-Comissioner58 Chang Kung ~0 together created I-ch' uan II County 
out of the upper reaches of the two rivers in the Ch' ing-ch' eng area. They increased county 
taxes, figuring the greatest amount that could be extracted from the masses. Yet the 
combined wealth from taxes on water and land could not maintain the government. The 
entire county's corvee labor was then painstakingly exacted. The people hastened a 
memorial to the throne which then passed on instructions to the Duke. After his arrival, 
Duke Mo took pity upon the orphaned and helpless, soothed the widowed and weak, 
punished the villains and traitors, gathering the great and strong and demanding justice for 
their oppression, causing the villains and traitors to flee and skitter away. He served to 
reward the good and afflict the evil. He accorded with the public interest and extinguished 
the private. Within the space of a month, people called his rule, "the Duke's Order." His 

[changes] further resembled the eminence and vigor of the changes Mi Chung-yu ~f~EE 
made in P'u ¥I 59 

In the excess of plundering and burning, the ceiling for official offices had not been 
erected. The Duke began to reconstruct it, considering its plan anew. He relied on 
volunteers60 for labor, making use of people in their free time from farm work and never 
keeping anyone for more than a month. His merit was broadcast far and wide. The grand 
mansions that he built were dark and sunken. The empty courts were ample and spacious. 
He did not exceed regulations in their construction, having them greatly exceed other 
buildings in height. Yet neither would he condescend to create lesser structures, thus 
confining them to a inferior stature. Paying no attention to later consequences, he 
satisfactorily completed them in accordance with a median height. His [ambition] also 

resembled the ambition of Shu-sun i.l&:i* to make repairs in one day.61 

S6"Chih_jen ¥.A" [consummate people], in Taoist terms, refers to those who have attained 

perfection. The Chuang-tzu says, "::f~J)tf~Z¥.A" [Those who are not separate from 
perfection are called 'consummate people'], SPPY, v. 1410, 10:13a. 

S7The Lao-tzu says, "L±l*ltlLIIJ1ffi1TZ" [When the superior gentleman hears of the Way, he 
diligently carries it out]. See Chang, Lao-tzu t 'ung shih, 62. 

sSThese titles are from Hucker, Official Titles: "Hsiang-kuo ;fElfiU [Ministry of State]," no. 2337; 

"Ssu-t' u [Minister of Education]," no. 5801; and "An-fu-shih 3l:~ [Pacification 

Commissioner]," no. 2100. 

S9"p' u-shui ~7J<" is a tributary of the "Min-chiang iIl&fI," a river in Ssu-ch' uan, and was also 

the name of a county, "P'u-chiang ~fI" during the T'ang. See Tan, Historical Atlas, v.5, 65-66. 

6o"Tzu_lai .:r*" [to come as sons] means to volunteer labor as iffor one's parents. 

61This refers to a passage in the Tso-chuan (Chao-kung BB0 [Duke Chao], 23rd year, 3 :tt) where 

Shu-sun, though held captive in an inn in Chi $7;, needed to repair all the walls in one day, and doing 
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The county is near the great river, and one year there was a disastrous flood. Floating 
and drifting, bewildered and overwhelmed, common people suffered from it. The Duke 
gazed distantly upon the waves, in his mind calculating all the water. He intercepted and 
controlled the water's arteries with dikes of earth, shifting the river and hastening it to the 
east. For numerous years there was no further encroachment and overflow. The dikes 
further resembled the embankment of the Golden Dike of Sunken Bamboo.62 

In ordinary years, an ample dam's reparations were necessarily postponed. Ploughing 
and tilling one's fields took precedence over banking and ramming the earth of the dam. As 
a plan for the winter, the Duke ordered his people to cease work and begin the sacrifice of 
the season. By the first of the new year water gushed forth, flowing and pouring out onto the 
great fields.63 Families had stores of grain, yet the region had no idle farmers. This was also 
like making the people's responsibilities extend to reclaiming fields using the persuasion of 

Kung-sui's .~ "dangling a calf.,,64 
Each district paid a levy of taxes. Living in this county involved frequently paying taxes 

of pulses, wheat, coal and bamboo and duties of grain, silk, hay and firewood. These affairs 

so, made them as if new: "i.I&I*m%!ilf- B1~~HlM~,$:2.B~llMl3§:." See Li, Tso-chuan chin-chu, 
1241. 

62This refers to a structure built by Wang Yen-shih .:EM;i!t in Han times in response to a 
disastrous flood. The bamboo fence, weighted down with small stones and placed in the river, was 

able to dam the flood waters in thirty-six days. See Han Shu [Writings of the Han], SPPY, v. 
452,8ab. 

63"Ta_t' ien ::*::EB" refers to fields not only vast, but fertile, as in the Book ofPoems entry with that 

title. "::*::EB~~" [The great field has many sheaves of grain). See Wang Ching-chih .:E~z, Shih

ching t'ung-shih ~3m~ [A Thorough Explanation of the Book of Poems] (Taipei: Fu-jen ta-hslleh 

iMe::*::~, 1968),464. 
The Tung text here notes a missing character in the phrase H::*::EBilmi [ ] ?.3:," which I have 

translated "water gushed forth [a], flowing and pouring [ilmil out onto the great fields [::*::EB]." The 
missing term is almost certainly one closely resembling the three around it, thereby completing a four
character phrase describing a grand movement of water. 

64During the Han Dynasty, the King of Ch' ang-i appointed Kung-sui Governor of Po-hai. 
Upon his arrival, Kung found the town full of wasteful, skill-less people, not applying themselves to 
their fields, and alternately brandishing knives and living lives of thievery. He practiced personal 
economy and led others in agricultural industriousness. He said, "How can you wear a calf next to 
your body (as you would a sword)?", and so encouraged people to sell their weapons to purchase farm 
animals. Eventually, through his leadership, people hastened to the fields and reaped a plentiful 

harvest by autumn. See "Kung-sui chuan Pit.." [Record of Kung-sui], Han-shu, SPPY, v. 466, 
89:11a. 

This paragraph infers that the winter sacrifice precluded further labor that might have 
strengthened dikes and dams and averted the subsequent flooding. Though families were well
supplied with food from the previous season's harvest, farmers stayed busy reclaiming their fields 
from the water, thereby learning that the two rural tasks of farming and dike reparation must go hand
in-hand. 
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saw no month of recess.65 The giving saw no idle ten days. Of that which was collected 
each harvest, half was owed in taxes. Although the situation came to the delivery of 
floggings and beatings, nothing could relieve it. The Duke sternly ordered his subordinates, 
starting from departmental officials and later extending to residents, to make lasting 
limitations on their budgets. When the former taxation period was concluded, he restricted 
all those under his commission from extending their influence within country village gates. 
There were people singing in their gateways, creating the clamour of magpies66 that reached 
to the distant countryside and far-away regions. 

Meagerly sheltered67 indigents had to establish a means to substitute for the payment of 
tribute in order to avoid whippings.68 At that time, the troops of the Minister of State69 

approached the ramparts of the enemy at Chiu-Iung 1L1II. The Duke spent the year 
conveying provisions7o of fodder and grain by wheel and oar and overseeing the issuance of 
currency. He worked continually and endlessly in this manner. His actions certainly became 
compiled in writing. Furthermore, his [the Duke's rule] resembled the divinely bright 

governance of Kung-sha Mu 0t:l>~71 
Opening new land for cultivation and summoning families to live there is given priority 

in the business of governance. As for ordering prison sentences and meting out 
punishments, this is emphasized in state statutes. The Duke embraced the people with virtue 

65I.e., no months in which an offering to the government was not required. See Li, Tso-chuan 

chin-chu, 999: "~/f@!}'WJ1mJ.!A (?1)1mA/f~.jif" [The historian did not interrupt his 
writing, the bureau had no empty months. (Commentary): No months without receiving Lu's 
tribute]. 

66I.e., in singing the praises of the Duke. 

67"Hsi_hu *lHP" literally means "thin doors," the derivative of "protection," or "shelter," the 

homophone hu occurs as a usage of this word in Shuo-wen chieh-tzu ku-lin imJtM-1-~i!i.f* 

[Compendium of Explanations of Sayings and Writings], compiled by Ting Fu-pao (Shanghai: I-hsueh 

.g~, 1931),5298. 

68"Chia-ch' u flU~," are the names of two types of wood, also the name of an instrument used for 
beatings. 

69Wang Chien the future Emperor of Shu. See Verellen, Du Guangting, 146. 

7o"Fei_wan m$i." See Pai ChO-i Pai Chu-i chi 8Ji5~~ [Pai ChO-i Collection] 

(Beijing: Chung-hua shu-chO I=fl~.f.ij, 1979), 1342: ".jt~M"ffijmftZ..B1I" [Army foodstuffs 
were gradually contributed, and the waste from conveyed provisions diminished daily]. 

7lKung_sha Mu was a recluse and later governor of several different regions during the Han 

Dynasty. He was known for his filialty and incorruptibility. Once, as governor of Hung-nung 5LJJl he 
set up an altar and beseeched the gods to take him as a sacrifice to relieve his people of a scourge of 
caterpillars that were destroying their crops. Shortly, torrential rains began, and when they cleared, the 

insects had died. The people thereupon called him "shen-ming t£f1r:lJ3" [the Divinely Bright]. See Hou 

Han Shu [Writings of the Later Han], SPPY, v. 498, 112:1b-2b. 
Parts of this paragraph have been adapted from its French translation in VereUen, Du Guangting, 

146. 
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and determined executions and prison terms based on a sentiment for the people. Thus, 
people all came to him with children strapped on their backs. They exhaustively reclaimed 
and cared for the wild land. Severe injustices were brought to trial and removed, and there 
was a rebirth of souls that had been executed. Furthermore, the Duke resembled Cheng Hun 

fi71ff2 in leading the people to proper conduct and Yu Ching MI~73 in judging legal matters. 
The Duke treated gentlemen with warmth and respect. He travelled the length of his 

land as if returning home. He was humble and reverent to his underlings and retainers, 
tirelessly spitting out mouthfuls of food and twisting up his half-washed hair in order to 
hurry to receive visitors without delay.74 In this way, on light charioes with high canopy, he 
strove to hasten after the wind of rightness. Clothed in marsh marigolds and dressed in the 
plumage of quail, he reverently rushed to benevolence and kindness. He further resembled 

Cheng YUan's fift76 disciples and K'ung Yung's fLIR77 followers. 

72Cheng Hun served in numerous official capacities during the Wei R Dynasty (220-264 C.E.) of 

the Three Kingdoms Period. He attained the position of Attendant Censor f:;J:mJ~, a prominent post 

involving surveillance of officialdom in the central government, under the Wen Emperor )(W (220
227 C.E.). These were turbulent times, when people often used robbery as a substitute for 

industriousness. As an official in Tsan ~, Cheng Hun, instead of cracking down in a legal fashion, 
taught mulberry cultivation, rice production and seeding methods. People who were at fIrst afraid of 
being punished later applied themselves to their work, and there was soon an abundance for all. Those 

under his care all took "Cheng" as a style-name. See "Wei chih ftii!,;" [Record of Wei], SPPY, v. 
506, 15b-18a. 

73A magnanimous and lenient jailer of the Later Han. See Hou Han shu, SPPY, v. 491, 88:1a. 

74"T' u wo pa" [spitting and twisting] refers to the phrase', "t' u-pu wo-fa p±nifH,I~," to spit 
out a mouthful of food and twist up one's half-washed hair, in order to hurry to receive visitors 

without delay. This was said of Duke Chou: "fflI0¥4p±i!.z~ ~-ai!.~, 

-f&:::,P±nmP)'f,¥±" [Duke Chou retains the reverence of spitting and twisting. (Commentary): I wash 
once and twist my hair three times, eat once and spit out the chewed food three times, in order to 
receive the gentleman]. See Hou Han shu, SPPY, v. 485, 66: Ila. 

7s"Ch'ing_chU " short for ch'ing-chu shu-lu ~.~Im [a light chariot on a well-known 
road], is a metaphor for a person well-experienced and hence, efficient and effective at his work 
(CWTIT, no. 39192.40). 

76A Presented Scholar (chin-shih jj§±) during the T' ang (ca. 806-821 C.E.). He further attained 

the post of Censorate Grandee (yu-shih tai-fu mJ~*:K). See Liu HsU JlJBtil, Chiu T' ang shu .J\tf~ 
[Old Book of the T'ang], SPPY, v. 666, 146:8a. 

77A scholar of the Later Han, at the time of "Hsien-ti *W" [The Hsien Emperor (189-220 C.E.)]. 

He was a minister at Bei-hai ~ tm, and set up a school there for Confucian learning. A 20th 
generation descendant of Confucius, he once claimed that his famous ancestor had the same virtue and 
propriety as Lord Lao, that they were mutual scholarly friends. See Hou Han shu, SPPY, v. 494, 
100:3a. 
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As for merit and virtue, in Taoism merit extends to the principles of darkness and light;78 
virtue is associated with repeated nurturing.79 In Confucianism merit wards off great 
calamities; virtue resists great disasters. The Duke was practiced in the Tao to the former 
extent and active in government to the latter extent. His merit and virtue, how flourishing! 
How vast! Add to that pure and clean, bright and penetrating, establishing affairs and 
establishing merit. His merit and virtue, like two divergent ears of plenteous wheat, thus 
hidden, go unnoticed; like good crops filling the fields, thus concealed, remain unspoken of. 
In the present day there is rarely one who embodies such complete virtue. We must wait to 
return soaring to the byways of the clouds and to make tracks in those bright halls.8o Below 
he brings down blessings on the numerous black-haired masses. Above he praises the gods 
in a prosperous cycle. How could one cease after rewarding him with silver medals and red 
sashes, the same as the governor of a hundred li district,81 and nothing more? 

I, Kuang-t'ing, have earlier grown accustomed to his fragrance,82 watching the noble 
repairs, then in each instance writing down their factual details. I do not venture flattering 
words. 

In i-mao Z,9P, the second year of the Patriarchal Repose reign period (895 C.E.), on 

kuei-yu ~g!j, the 20th day of the ninth month, recorded by Tu Kuang-t'ing. 

7H"Yu_ming ~IlJl," the principles of the dead and the living, and of yin and yang. 

"~IlJlz~ CLE*i) ~~IlJlIl.lt!L, ~1!:t!L" [The divination of darkness and light. (Correct meaning): 

Darkness is yin; light is yang; divination is destiny]. See Ssu-ma Ch' ien 1iJ,~~, Shih chi ~~c 
[Historical Record], SPPY, v. 415, 1:5a. 

79"Fu_yti N~." In the Li Chi m~c [Record of Rites], this term refers to the care and nurturing of 
the myriad beings accorded by the interrelating of yin and yang and the mingling of influences of 

Heaven and earth: "*:l:t!!IDT~~ll.If§~OO~m11f~:1WJ." See Li-chi hsiln-tsuan m~cwll. 
[Compendium ofInstruction on the Record of Rites], SPPY, v. 248, 19:16a. 

H°l.e., we don't recognize such complete virtue in these debauched and perilous times. We will 
have to wait until we ascend to Heaven to meet such another. 

HI"Pai_li Ef.m" appears in the Lun-yti ~m: [Confucian Analects]: "OJJ;):~Ef.mZ$" [Is it 

permissible to entrust the livelihood of a hundred li to him?]. See Lun-yil chu-shu ~m:ff~ [Running 
Commentary on the Confucian Analects], SPPY, v. 168, 8:2b. This statement suggests that the Taoist
sympathizing Duke Mo is deserving of greater reward than a comparably-ranked Confucian official. 

H2I.e., I am fully familiar with the "sweet smell" of his virtue. 
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The Classic a/Changes: A New Translation a/the I Ching as Interpreted by Wang 
Bi. Translated by Richard John Lynn. New York: Columbia University Press, 1994. 
602 pages. 

Alan K. L. CHAN 
National University of Singapore 

This is a splendid effort, for which all students ofChinese thought should be grateful. While 
not all may agree that Lynn's translation of the Yijing "will be the new standard for years to 
come," as the handsome cover announces enthusiastically, it must be regarded as a major 
achievement, certainly more than a mere "welcome addition to the field," as the phrase has 
sometimes been used euphemistically for new books of reasonable but perhaps not outstanding 
quality. 

The book begins with a short introduction, outlining I) the history and structure of the 
Yijing, 2) the materials translated, 3) Wang Bi' s life and work, including a complete translation 
of Wang' s biography by He Shao preserved in the Sanguozhi, 4) Wang Bi' s approach to the 
Yijing, which consists mainly of a summary of Wang' s Zhouyi lueli [General Remarks on the 
Changes 0/the Zhou], and 5) "how to cast a hexagram." While expertly done, there is probably 
not much that scholars would find particularly exciting here. But then, there is no reason to 
assume that Lynn's work is intended only for scholars. 

Given the appeal of the Yijing, it is understandable that Lynn (and Columbia University 
Press) would want to produce a translation that is both scholarly and useful to a wider audience. 
It can hardly be an accident that the more familiar "/Ching' appears in the title, when pinyin 
is actually used throughout the book. The attempt itself is not unjustified, but it is perhaps 
inevitable that neither group may be completely satisfied. While the general reader interested 
especially in the religious or"oracular" side of the Yijing may find the reading heavy going, the 
expert may wish that Lynn had done more to bring the historical Yijingto light, whether in terms 
of historical and textual considerations (e.g., how does Wang Bi' s Yijing text compare with 
earlier, including the Mawangdui, versions?), justification for particular renderings, or a more 
detailed analysis of Wang Bi' s understanding ofthe Classic o/Changes. 

Methodologically and hermeneutically, Lynn recommends a two-pronged approach to the 
Yijing. First of all, it must be recognized that the Yijing is an historical document and as such 
should be understood in its own context, even if some of its beliefs and assumptions may seem 
foreign to--6r even offend.....!!our" modern sensibilities (Lynn seems particularly sensitive to the 
obvious patriarchal bias in both the text and the commentaries). The task ofthe translator, in 
this regard, is thus to try "to be true to the literal meaning of the texts involved" (8). Having 
come to terms with the historical meaning ofthe Yijing, one may then attempt to go beyond it 
to discern its timeless and universal message, its "core of insights ... concerning the structure 
of human relationships and individual behavior" (9). 
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The historical emphasis, however, does not mean that Lynn is concerned with reconstructing 
the "original" meaning of the Yijing. On the contrary, it is Lynn's claim that "there is no one 
single Classic ofChanges but rather as many versions of it as there are different commentaries 
on it." This is because the original "is so dense and opaque in so many places that its meaning 
depends entirely on how any particular commentary interprets it" (8). Whether this entails that 
any attempt to recover the original Yijing should therefore be abandoned is not addressed here; 
nevertheless, Lynn's hermeneutical stance is clear, a stance which also underscores the central 
place of traditional commentaries in Lynn's effort. Although the reasons are not explicitly 
stated, one surmises that Wang Bi's commentary is chosen because 1) it is historically 
important-incorporated into the official curriculum during the Tang dynasty, it had exerted 
considerable influence on later Neo-Confucian commentaries, 2) it is "philosophical" whereas 
earlier Han commentaries are not, and 3) because most current translations ofthe Yijing, such 
as Legge's and the WilhelmlBaynes translation, are largely based on the Neo-Confucian 
interpretation ofCheng Yi and Zhu Xi. The merit of#l and #3 seems evident enough, though 
#2 may unwittingly give the impression that Han commentaries are therefore not important to 
an understanding of the Yijing, which would be unfortunate. 

The translation proper begins with Wang Bi' s shorter treatise on the Yijing, the Zhouyi lueli. 
This provides a useful introduction to Wang's main commentary. Translation of the Yijing 
begins with the Xici [Commentary on the Appended Phrases, Parts I and II], the Xugua 
[Providing the Sequence ofthe Hexagrams], the Zagua [The Hexagrams in Irregular Order], and 
the Shuogua [Explaining the Trigrams],1 all of which are accompanied by the commentary of 
the fourth-century A.D. scholar Han Kangbo, who followed Wang Bi' s interpretation and was 
instrumental in preserving the latter's work by commenting on those parts of the Yijing on 
which Wang was silent. It is not clear, however, why Lynn opted for this particular order, for 
traditionally the Xici is followed first by the Shuogua, the Xugua, and finally the Zagua. It is 
also puzzling why Lynn adopted the Song dynasty Neo-Confucian arrangement oftheXiei. The 
text that Wang Bi commented on, in both the modem critical edition of Wang Bi' s works by 
Lou Yulie (on which Lynn's translation is based) and the Tang dynasty work Zhouyi zhengyi 
by Kong Yingda (to which Lynn makes constant reference and identifies as "largely a 
subcommentary" [5] to Wang Bi' s), did not follow the same "chapter" arrangement. 

The translation of the 64 hexagrams completes the work. Except for the first two 
hexagrams, the translation follows basically the structure ofWang Bi' s text, beginning with the 
name of the hexagram, the "judgment" [tuan], the "commentary on the judgments," and the 
"commentary on the images" [xiangzhuan] for the hexagram as a whole. Comments from the 
Xiei (if any), the Xugua, and the Zagua are repeated at this juncture presumably for easy 
reference, after which we find the "line statements" [yaoei] and their accompanying 
"commentary on the images." The same basic structure is imposed on the first two hexagrams, 
Qian and Kun, with the additional "commentary on the words of the text" [wenyan], a structure 
which seems logical enough but differs from Wang Bi' s version and makes working with the 
Chinese text in these instances somewhat inconvenient. 

lExcept where otherwise noted, all translations from the Yijing are those used by Lynn in the book 
currently under review. 
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Throughout the translation of the 64 hexagrams, Wang Bi' s commentary is given with the 
Yijing text, separated by curly brackets and set in a different font. This is certainly preferable 
to separating the running commentary from the text, but proves not only harmful to one's 
eyesight but almost a recipe for textual errors. Thus, at times Wang's commentary becomes 
part of the text (e.g., pp. 135, 147, 152, 191, 193,312), and conversely in a few places the Yijing 
text is set inside curly brackets and becomes part of the commentary (e.g., pp. 159,318,379, 
404). In some instances, certain lines of the text have been left out (e.g., pp. 390, 405, 524); in 
others, Wang Bi' s (or Han Kangbo' s) commentary has been omitted (e.g., pp. 47, 219, 246, 
309,318,321,326,341,359,366,405,406,408,412,431,442,463,524,526,538,547). If 
extra lines were inserted between the Yijingtext and Wang Bi' s commentary, better reading and 
accuracy might have been facilitated, but then Lynn's book would have grown into something 
far longer than its present 600-odd pages. In any event, this should not be taken to suggest that 
the book was sloppily produced. On the contrary, the Columbia Yijing is beautifully set and 
almost free of typographical errors (except minor problems on pp. 2, 75, 294, 451, 480, 541). 
A quick check also shows that the two lists ofChinese characters ("glossary" and "list of proper 
names"), despite the many difficult and archaic characters, are almost error free (except for 
baixing, pengyou, Xun Rong, and Xunzi). I mention these only in the hope that they may be of 
some use to a second edition ofLynn's work. 

As far as the translation is concerned, high marks must be given for both reliability and 
smooth reading. One might, of course, still quarrel with Lynn on particular points. For 
example, Lynn adopted certain conventional translations such as "five elements" for wuxing and 
"material force" for qi, which some may consider outmoded or questionable. In a few places, 
Lynn's reading also seems suspect. For example, on page 220 (second line from the bottom), 
the term datong *~ is mistakenly read as datong *101 and thus translated "great community" 
(Datong is translated elsewhere as "great thoroughfare" [104], "great mutual identification of 
interests that involves everyone" [223] and "get things to go smoothly on a grand scale" [242]; 
for datong as "great community," see pp. 217 and 221 n.7). On Hexagram 50, Ding [Cauldron], 
Wang Bi comments to the effect that whereas the previous hexagram Ge signifies getting rid of 
the old, Ding is concerned with taking up the new. The important point here is that in the taking 
up of the new the right people must be employed I&*"rm'i'"jt;A, so that laws and institutions 
would be clearly and fairly established. In this regard, Lynn' s translation~ne may take up 
new ways but only in such a way that they keep his person correct" (451 }--5eems somewhat off 
the mark; the political reference is clear especially given Wang Bi' s later comment on the 
"commentary on the images" (pp. 452-453). 

On the second yin line of Hexagram 2, the Wenyan explains that when "reverence" and 
"rightness" are established, "virtues would not be alone" (de bugu tRi/f'flU ; cf. Analects 4.25). 
While Lynn's "one keeps oneself free from isolation" (147) is not wrong, especially in the light 
ofKong Yingda' s commentary on this passage, it does not quite fulfill the promise of a "literal" 
translation. Moreover, the text of the third yin line of the same hexagram reads: "Without 
accomplishment; has conclusion" (wucheng youzhong 7C fiX. fl ~). Both Wang Bi's 
commentary here and subsequent usages (pp. 173, 295 and 298 n.6) suggest that the phrase 
should be read in the sense that the way ofyin, exemplified by the public servant, for example, 
lies in humility and compliance: one does not initiate any major undertaking, but by following 
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the command of the king, one is able to bring policies or projects, and thus one's career, to a 
successful end. This seems slightly more accurate than Lynn's"... ifhe were to make no claim 
for its success, he should bring about a successful conclusion" (147). 

Similarly, one may question whether "there are norms for action and repose, which are 
determined by whether hardness or softness is involved" (47; emphasis added) successfully 
renders dongjing youchang, gangrou duanyi jJJPfl1itI5lIJ~IT~. Willard Peterson, for example, 
translates: "(Just as) movement and rest have their constancies (in the heavens), (the movements 
of) hard and soft (lines) are settled."2 The sense of "determined by" does not seem to belong 
to the original, and Han Kangbo' s commentary here, in Lynn's translation, simply indicates that 
"ifaction and repose achieve normal embodiment (changti 1itim), the hardness and softness 
involved will be clearly differentiated" (47). 

Yet, this is an interesting case because if we read the original as referring not to hardness 
and softness in general, but the hard/yang and soft/yin lines of a hexagram, then a case can be 
made that norms for behaviour may indeed be shaped by them. There is little question that 
Wang Bi often interprets the Yijing in terms of the relationship and interplay ofthe individual 
lines in a hexagram. Thus, whether a yin line occupies a yin position, or whether a yin line in 
the lower part of a hexagram "resonates" with a yang line in the upper half, has an important 
bearing on the understanding of the hexagram as a whole. If the objective is to present the 
Yijing "as interpreted by Wang Bi," then should we not take this as a general guide in translating 
the text? The difficulty, however, is that in some cases the context seems to call for a more 
general interpretation. For example, in his shorter work on the Yijing, Wang Bi writes: "As for 
yin and yang, they are things that seek one another" rL~~~;f§*Z!lmili. Should we take 
Wang Bi to mean, as Lynn translates, "All yin lines and all yang lines are entities that seek to 
form partnerships with the opposite kind" (34)? Since Wang Bi goes on to say, "This is why 
any two lines, one yin and one yang . .." (34), one may also suppose that he is arguing from the 
general to the specific in this instance, linking the world of nature with the dynamics of the 
Yijing. 

This raises a more general methodological question. If the text has word "X" which is 
glossed by Wang Bi (or any commentator for that matter) as "Y," should we translate "X" as 
"Y"? For example, on the first yang line ofHexagram 19, Wang Bi explains that the wordxian Jij(, 
means gan ., no doubt because the Yijing itself equates the two in Hexagram 31. In Lynn's 

translation, Wang Bi' s comment comes out as "Xian, 'all; here should be read gan, 'prompt' 
or 'provoke'" (255). The "line text" to which Wang Bi' s commentary refers, accordingly, is 
rendered: "This one prompts ... " If, however, xian means "all" or "in all cases," as Lynn 
explains (259 n.S), should this not be reflected in the translation of the Yijing text, as 
distinguished from the commentary? 

This is not a trivial point because there are in fact cases where Lynn does precisely that. 
Regarding the third yin line ofthe same hexagram, for example, Lynn translates: "This one does 
Overseeing with sweetness ... "(256). Wang Bi' s commentary reads: "Sweet here refers to 
seductive, wicked flattery; it is a term for something wrong." Why is it that in this case, Wang 

2Willard Peterson, "Making Connections: 'Conunentary on the Attached Verbalizations' of the 
Book o/Change," Harvard Journal 0/Asiatic Studies, 42.1 (1982): 86. 
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Bi' s interpretation is not reflected in the translation ofthe Yijing text? If for Wang Bi, the word 
zan, "hair clasp," in Hexagram 16 meansji, "quickly," and consequently the Yijing text here 
should be rendered "the formation of a friendly association happens quickly" (238; cf. 
WilheImlBaynes [469]: "You gather friends around you/As a hair clasp gathers the hair"), then 
it seems inconsistent that in Hexagram 49, for instance, the word xi ~, which Wang Bi glosses 
as "causing change," is translated in its classical sense as "extinguish" in the text (444; the word 
xi is defined as "extinguish" in Lu Deming's Jingdian shiwen, citing the Han commentator Ma 
Rong). 

Is consistency always a virtue in translation? In Hexagram 1, the Wenyan defines Ii ~Il, 
advantage or benefit, as "the harmony ofwhat is right/appropriate" ~Z~, which calls to mind 
the long debate in Confucian philosophy on the relationship between "profit" and "rightness." 
The solution offered here, as the text goes on to say, is that "what brings benefits to things" can 
be regarded as sufficiently in agreement with what is right/appropriate. According to Kong 
Yingda, this suggests that Heaven-and by extension the "noble man" [junzi] who models 
himself on Heaven-is able to benefit all things in such a way that they obtain what is appropriate 
to them; as a result, they coexist in harmony and are able to abide by what is right. Recognizing 
the close relationship between "benefit" and "appropriateness," Lynn thus renders Ii as 
"fitness": " 'Fitness' is coalescence with righteousness." With respect to the junzi, "He 
engenders fitness in people sufficient to keep them in harmony with righteousness" (130). Yet, 
does this reflect fully the sense of Ii? 

This case is instructive, for the concept of Ii~fitness," "fit," "fitting," in Lynn's 
translation-figures centrally in the Yijing. The question is not so much whether "fitness" is the 
"best" translation for Ii, as the extent to which the same translation should be applied 
consistently throughout the text. What should we do ifthe context seems to call for "advantage" 
or "benefit"? In Lynn's case, the principle of consistency seems to outweigh contextual 
considerations; only in a few places where "fitness" is clearly inappropriate does "advantage" 
come into the translation (e.g., pp. 83,95,475). It seems odd, however, that at one point the 
phrase wu buli :1Cl'~IJ is translated differently as "nothing will fail to be fitting" and "nothing 
will be to one's disadvantage" on the same page (232). In any event, besides Ii, the other three 
key terms set out in Hexagram l-ftamely, yuan [fundamentality], heng [prevalence], and zhen 
[constancy]-have also been translated consistently throughout. To me, they are perfectly 
adequate in most contexts, but if one does not agree with these basic choices, one would of 
course have ample reason to complain about Lynn's translation. 

Minor difficulties in a 600-page work must not be blown out of proportion. The queries I 
have raised reflect more of the kinds of problems that I have been struggling with as a translator 
of classical Chinese works than any serious shortcomings on Lynn's part. On the whole, 
Lynn's translation must be said to have made a solid contribution to Yijing scholarship. 

The kind ofmeticulous effort and careful deliberation that Lynn has put into virtually every 
sentence can hardly escape notice or fail to inspire respect, and for that reason the Columbia 
Yijing will have my vote for any "book of the year" award. I should mention that useful 
endnotes accompany each part ofthe translation as well, in which Lynn not only provides Kong 
Yingda' s comments to explain further Wang Bi' s interpretation but also points out differences 
in the Neo-Confucian interpretation of Cheng Yi and Zhu Xi. 
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Does Lynn's masterful entry into the Yijing arena render the popular WilhelmlBaynes 
translation obsolete? It is difficult to compare the two, for they rely on different exegetical 
traditions and reflect different interests and assumptions (Stephen Owen has provided a 
delightful comparison ofthe two in his review ofLynn's bookV In any event, even with both 
Wilhelm and Lynn at hand, parts ofthe Yijingwill continue to baffle the serious student Suffice 
it to say that they contribute to our understanding of the Yijing in different ways. Wilhelm's 
work has an important place in the history of sinology. Lynn's new translation ofthe Yijing, 
no doubt, will likewise enjoy a lasting presence on the sino logical scene as well. 

JThe New Republic 211.22 (November 28, 1994): 66-70. 



ERRATA 

The following errors in "Primus movens et creation recurrente," by Isabelle Robinet, 
were called to our attention by the author, but were received after the issue had already gone 
to press. Please amend Volume 5.2 (1994) as follows: 

On page 46, in the third paragraph, "toujours selon cette disposition" should be 
replaced with "selon la disposition anterieure au Ciel." 

In the first paragraph on page 48, the cardinal directions designated for "la porte du 
soleH" and "celle de la lune" should be inversed; the corrected text should read "la porte du 
soleil (sud-ouest) Ii celle de la lune (nord-ouest)." 

On page 62, in the first paragraph, "ou nord-est" should be deleted. 
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